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The Intellectual Output No. 4 Handbook "InterArts
Methodology" is the main result of the Project
"InterArts - Youth Communities for Social
Inclusion", since it is composed by all the
research-wise and methodological results of the
project.
This project has been a strategic partnership in
the field of youth with the aim to enhance social

The Interactive
Map: analysis
on young people

The Project
“InterArts: Youth
Introduction

Communities for
Social Inclusion”

conditions in terms
of social inclusion
and community
integration

inclusion of young population through the use of
artistic activities – in particular, cinema, dance,
photography, theatre, street-art, literature, music,
painting and sculpture –.
The partnership has involved excellence at
European level in the area of capacity building
awareness and capacity building for young and
disadvantaged groups, including 7 partners
from 7 European countries, each representing a
specific dimension of project topics with practical
implications in terms of social inclusion and civic
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society participation: Compagnia Virgilio Sieni in
Florence (Italy) as coordinator, Ars for Progress
of People (Belgium), Carpe Diem (Croatia), Inter
Alia (Greece), Zavod Nefiks (Slovenia), Asociacion
Juvenil Teatral On&Off (Spain), Propósito Inadiável
- Associação para Costumes Futuros (Portugal) as
partners.
Initially planned for two years, because of Covid-19
Pandemic the Project lasted 34 months, from
January 2019 to October 2021.
More specifically, this document presents a) an
overview of the Project; b) the Interactive Map
with an analysis on young people conditions in terms

The Training Curriculum: an

of social inclusion and community integration; c)
the Training Curriculum implemented and tested

innovative methodology in

an innovative methodology in Belgium, Croatia,

Belgium, Croatia, Greece, Italy,
Portugal, Slovenia, Spain

Greece, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain with

Conclusion

information, photos, comments; d) the conclusion.
The Project started form the awareness that young
people give value to friendship, respect and solidarity,
and this generation is generally acknowledged as
the highly-educated, technically-advanced and
most mobile ever. Nevertheless, young people

nowadays face individualism, competitive pressures
and the feeling of not having the same opportunities
in terms of education, leisure-time and job career. As
highlighted by the EU Youth Strategy 2019-2027,
one of the strongest problem suffered by young
people in the last decade has been social exclusion,
especially by those with fewer opportunities and/or
those whose voices may be overlooked. Some of the
most vulnerable sectors of young population have
been particularly affected by this new trend: young
people with mental and physical disability, the ones
dropping education too early or living a period of
economic difficulty within their families, young people
with a migrant background or living in abandoned
suburbs. The whole problem has not concerned only
the loss of jobs and employment opportunities, but
rather the general attention devoted to these weaker
segments of young population. This phenomenon
might be identified as “crisis of attention”, and it
has been translated into the weakening of youth
working and art-based activities for social purposes.
All of these services that were originally targeted
to these new socially excluded persons have been
basically wiped out due to their “unproductivity”.
As a consequence, along with an increasingly hard
condition and a decreased possibility to gain their
independence, these groups of youngsters have
been gradually detached from society. Lacking of
tools and services to tackle this growing detachment,
the society itself turned out to be apparently deaf to
the appeals and the needs of this new wave of poor
and misunderstood people.
To this was added the Covid-19 Pandemic.
Following a long recovery from the economic crisis
(2007–2013), young people in the EU proved to be
more vulnerable to the effects of the restrictions
put in place to slow the spread of the COVID-19
Pandemic. Young people were more likely than older
groups to experience job loss, financial insecurity
and mental health problems. They reported reduced
life satisfaction and mental well-being associated
with the stay-at-home requirements and school

closures. During the 2007–2013 economic crisis,

the use of art (realisation of a high-level workshop

the youth unemployment rate and the rate of young

on the use of art for youth social inclusion). These

people not in employment, education or training

workshops took place both in presence and, for

(NEET) increased to historic levels; this crisis had a

national restrictions due to Covid-19 pandemic,

long-term negative impact on their prospects. When

online. The experimentation took place over 18

the COVID-19 pandemic hit in 2020, it represented

months, from February 2020 to July 2021, realising

a different type of crisis for young people: ‘artificial

36 workshops and involving 455 youngsters.

restrictions’ on economic activity (the closure of

It is important to underline that this Project was

shops and restaurants, for example) particularly

approved in 2018, before the start of Covid-19

affected sectors that employ a large proportion of

pandemic. Nevertheless, the new situation, and

young people with insecure contracts. Restrictions

its effects on young people, has been taking into

on social activities had effects on young people’s

account. At the end InterArts was able to connect

social development and participation, while the

youth organisations and cultural operators dealing

closure of educational institutions hampered their

with young people at local level with the goal of

opportunities to accumulate skills and human capital.

triggering a multifaceted strategy making use of art

(see Eurofound (2021), Impact of COVID-19 on young

for social inclusion, all the more important in this

people in the EU, Publications Office of the European

long period of pandemic. The main objective of this

Union, Luxembourg).

complex action was to empower young people to

Against this background, the InterArts Project aimed

play an active role in the fight against social exclusion,

at empowering young people to fight against

launching with arts a strong message against racism,

discrimination and social exclusion through

bullying and discrimination and for a culture of peace.

the use of artistic activities. By deploying an
innovative non-formal methodology based on a set of
art-related disciplines (cinema, dance, photography,
theatre, street-art, literature, music, painting and
sculpture), InterArts produced practical knowledge
to reduce social exclusion and improve the level of

The action equipped youth local communities

Social Inclusion" has been a strategic partnership

with knowledge and tools to implement socio-

in the field of youth with the aim to enhance social

educational and cultural entertainment activities

inclusion of young population through the use of

to revaluate their neighbourhood and combat social

artistic activities – in particular, cinema, dance,

isolation, radicalisation and marginalisation.

photography, theatre, street-art, literature, music,

In particular, the project aimed at achieving the

painting and sculpture –.

following objectives:

level in the area of capacity building awareness and

marginalised conditions.

•

more widespread, trying to understand main

groups, including 7 partners from 7 European

of “a model of workshop”, a specific “template”,

countries, each representing a specific dimension of

which had been used by all partner organisations

project topics with practical implications in terms

for realising the different artistic workshops in their

of social inclusion and civic society participation:

Countries. Starting from this model, each youth

Compagnia Virgilio Sieni in Florence (Italy) as

organisation realised one or more workshops during

coordinator, Ars for Progress of People (Belgium),

the life cycle of the project.

Carpe Diem (Croatia), Inter Alia (Greece), Zavod

These workshops have established and still constitute

Nefiks (Slovenia), Asociacion Juvenil Teatral On&Off

the Training Curriculum, namely a whole training

(Spain), Propósito Inadiável - Associação para

course which gave room to 8 art-related disciplines

Costumes Futuros (Portugal) as partners.

(cinema, dance, photography, theatre, street-art,

Initially planned for two years, because of Covid-19

literature, music, painting and sculpture).

Pandemic the Project lasted 34 months, from

This Training Curriculum has been realised and

End of introduction.

January 2019 to October 2021.
Inspired by the priorities of the EU Youth Strategy,
this partnership shared and adapted an innovative
non-formal methodology to support young people
to combat social exclusion and marginalisation.

Identifying and mapping European areas where
young population in marginalised condition is

capacity building for young and disadvantaged

In particular, the “InterArts” Methodology consisted

people living in marginalised conditions through

The Project "InterArts - Youth Communities for

The partnership has involved excellence at European

key competences and skills of young people living in

tested in the 7 partner Countries, involving young

> The Project
“InterArts: Youth
Communities for
Social Inclusion”

aspects, possible reasons and causes;
•

Developing

an

innovative

non-formal

methodology focused on the role of art for
improving social inclusion of young population;
With regard to the first scope, the partnership
realised a comprehensive analysis on young
people conditions in terms of social inclusion and
community integration, based on regional analysis
and culminated in the publication of the Interactive
Map on young people.
This Map identifies European areas where young
population in marginalised condition is more
widespread, trying to understand main aspects,
possible reasons and causes. It refers to an online
political map of Europe showing in a comparable
way all the statistics and the dataset about social

inclusion of young population. By clicking on
each EU State and Region, it is possible to see
which groups of youngsters are mostly affected
by social exclusion (age, category); deep-rooted
causes and reasons of social exclusion at local and
national level; statistics, trends and perspectives;
main policies and initiatives undertaken over the
last 10 years. In such a way it is extremely easy
to understand which shortcomings and major
difficulties affect EU young population, and the
first necessary actions to be taken in order to
tackle this worrying phenomenon.
In the Chapter 3, there is the possibility to click on
this Interactive Map and free access to a detailed
dataset of statistics on youth social exclusion,
highlighting trends between 2013 and 2018 and
main differences between the selected country
and the EU average.
In relation to the second objective, all participating
organisations developed an innovative nonformal methodology focused on the role of art for
improving social inclusion of young population.
Youth

workers

of

“InterArts”

organisations

worked together for design this methodology
and experiment it in their local territories and
communities.

Brussels Capital Region (Belgium), Karlovac
County (Croatia), Athens Region (Greece),
Ljubljana Region (Slovenia), La Rioja (Spain),
Alentejo (Portugal) and lasted 18 months, from
February 2020 to July 2021. The partnership
realised 36 workshops and involved 455
youngsters. Their voices and testimony, their
passion and energy, their comments and
feedbacks have been gathered in a shortmovie, titled “Art Unites”, that, edited by Inter
Alia with the involvement of all partners, can
be seen on “InterArts - Youth Communities for

> The Interactive Map:
analysis on young people
conditions in terms of
social inclusion and
community integration

Social Inclusion” website and on YouTube.
The

Chapter

4

presents

this

Training

Curriculum. The workshops are illustrated
in a very detailed way and accompanied by
images, comments, references.
The idea is that this Handbook can be
considered a tool of inspiration for youth
workers and youth organisations working at
European level and interested to develop,
share and realise methods with the aim to
reach marginalised young people and to
foster their social inclusion through the use of
artistic activities.

This methodology consists of “a model of
workshop”, a specific “template”, which has been
used by all partner organisations for realising the
different artistic workshops in their Countries.
Starting from this model, each youth organisation
realised one or more workshops during the life
cycle of the project.
These workshops have established and still
constitute the Training Curriculum, namely a
whole training course which gave room to 8 art-

This Interactive Map on social exclusion of young people

The second criterion justifying the target area was the

identifies European areas where young population in

availability of studies and statistics in relation to the kind

marginalised condition is more widespread, trying to

of representativeness of available data in terms of number

understand main aspects, possible reasons and causes.

and geographical extension and representative samples of

It refers to an online political map of Europe showing in a

targeted young communities.

comparable way all the statistics and the dataset about

2) Type of Publications/Statistics. The used sources have

social inclusion of young population.

been Official statistics published from national institutes

The partnership used standardised criteria for realising this

or regional authorities; Official publications issued by

Map.

local agencies and municipalities; Reports and studies

1) Area and density of youth population: The 7 project

published by NGOs, think tanks, universities or further local

partners came from very different realities, mirroring different

institutions; Interviews, articles, documentaries or further

situations in terms of population and density: there were 2

studies released by experts of the sector or professionals

big cities (Athens, Brussels – around 1 million of inhabitants),

covering the main topics.

2 medium-size cities (Ljubljana, Florence – around 300.000

3) Topics to be covered: Youth and social inclusion are

inhabitants) and 3 smaller cities (Logroño, Karlovac and

two very broad topics. The partners decided to focus on a

Portalegre – between 25.000 and 150.000 inhabitants).

restricted range of 8 sub-topics that were already treated

For this reason, the first criterion has been to focus on not-

by the European Youth Strategy (2010-2018) through its

so-different areas in terms of geographical extension and

indicators, the priorities set by the new European Union

significant amount of population (from 300.000 up):

Youth Strategy (2019-2027), the main statistics collected by

1.

related disciplines (cinema, dance, photography,

Compagnia Virgilio Sieni focused on Metropolitan City of
Florence (1 mil.)

theatre, street-art, literature, music, painting and

2.

sculpture).
tested in the 7 partner Countries, involving young
people living in marginalised conditions through
the use of art (realisation of a high-level workshop
on the use of art for youth social inclusion). These
workshops took place both in presence and, for

1.

3.

Carpe Diem on Karlovac County (130.000)

4.

Inter Alia on City of Athens (700.000)

5.

Proposito Inadiavel on Alentejo Region (800.000)

6.

Zavod Nefiks on Central Slovenia (500.000)

7.

Asociacion Juvenil Teatral On&Off on La Rioja (350.000).

Demographic trends in your target area (increase or
decrease of young population; male and females; age

Ars for Progress of People on Brussels Capital Region
(1 mil.)

This Training Curriculum has been realised and

Eurostat on youth:

sub-groups; nationalities, etc.)
2.

Education degree (refer to early school leavers and
enrolment trends to Universities)

3.

Unemployment rate (refer to NEET)

4.

Young people living in households with their parents

5.

Young people at risk of poverty or \ and at risk of social
exclusion*

national restrictions due to Covid-19 pandemic,
online.
The experimentation took place in Florence (Italy),

End of "The Project".
* The at-risk-of-poverty rate is the share of people with an equivalised disposable income (after social transfer) below the at-risk-of-poverty threshold,
which is set at 60 % of the national median equivalised disposable income after social transfers.
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6.

Young people with a migrant background (numbers, nationality)

7.

Young people living in suburbs or rural areas

8.

Young people with physical or mental disability

By clicking on each EU State and Region, it is possible to see which
groups of youngsters are mostly affected by social exclusion (age,
category); deep-rooted causes and reasons of social exclusion at local
and national level; statistics, trends and perspectives; main policies and
initiatives undertaken over the last 10 years. In such a way it will be
extremely easy to understand which shortcomings and major difficulties
affect EU young population, and the first necessary actions to be taken
in order to tackle this worrying phenomenon.
A more detailed study on those youth local communities directly
involved in InterArts Project is also available by clicking on the 7 relevant
countries (marked in light blue): Metropolitan City of Florence (Italy),
Brussels Capital Region (Belgium), Karlovac County (Croatia), City of
Athens (Greece), Alentejo Region (Portugal), Central Slovenia (Slovenia),
La Rioja (Spain).
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> Intellectual Outpt 3: InterArts Training Curriculum

11
Introduction

14

16

The template of

The training curriculum

InterArt Workshop

in Belgium

Introduction
The Intellectual Output No. 3 is one of the main results of the Project "InterArts - Youth
Communities for Social Inclusion".
This project has been a strategic partnership in the field of youth with the aim to
enhance social inclusion of young population through the use of artistic activities – in
particular, cinema, dance, photography, theatre, street-art, literature, music, painting and

24

36

50

sculpture.
The partnership has involved excellence at European level in the area of capacity building
awareness and capacity building for young and disadvantaged groups, including 7
partners from 7 European countries, each representing a specific dimension of project
topics with practical implications in terms of social inclusion and civic society participation:
Compagnia Virgilio Sieni in Florence (Italy) as coordinator, Ars for Progress of People
(Belgium), Carpe Diem (Croatia), Inter Alia (Greece), Zavod Nefiks (Slovenia), Asociacion
Juvenil Teatral On&Off (Spain), Propósito Inadiável - Associação para Costumes Futuros
(Portugal) as partners.
Initially planned for two years, because of Covid-19 Pandemic the Project lasted 34 months,
from January 2019 to October 2021.
According to its main objective, the Project has developed an innovative non-formal
methodology focused on the role of art for improving social inclusion of young
population. Youth workers of “InterArts” organisations worked together for design this
methodology and experiment it in their local territories and communities.
In particular, the “InterArts” Methodology consists of “a model of workshop”, a specific

in Croatia

in Greece

in Italy

“template”, which has been used by all partner organisations for realising the different
artistic workshops in their Countries. Starting from this model, each youth organisation
realised one or more workshops during the life cycle of the project.

68

78

100

These workshops have established and still constitute the Training Curriculum, namely
a whole training course which gave room to 8 art-related disciplines (cinema, dance,
photography, theatre, street-art, literature, music, painting and sculpture).
This Training Curriculum has been realised and tested in the 7 partner Countries, involving
young people living in marginalised conditions through the use of art (realisation of a highlevel workshop on the use of art for youth social inclusion). These workshops took place
both in presence and, for national restrictions due to Covid-19 pandemic, online. The
experimentation took place over 18 months, from February 2020 to July 2021, realising 36
workshops and involving 455 youngsters.
The results were very positive and allowed to validate the "template" defined at the
beginning of the project, as well as its application as “Training Curriculum” in the different
non-formal contexts.

in Portugal

in Slovenia

in Spain

Both the Template and the Curriculum can be considered an innovative result, unique and
original, applicable and transferable in different European youth contexts.
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>Template
As described in the Introduction, one of the main results of

of social inclusion?” and foresees the following steps: - TYPE OF ACTIVITY:

the Project “InterArts” is its methodology, which consists of “a

Ice breaker /Energizer /Training activity /Evaluation /Discussion / Workshop

model of workshop”, a specific “template”, which has been

/Off-site visit, etc. - OBJECTIVES: What are the (specific) objectives with

used by all partner organisations for realising the different artistic

regards to this activity? - FOCUS: Is there a specific focus to pay attention

workshops, namely the Training Curriculum, in their Countries.

to? - DESCRIPTION: What are the steps in the process? (Please, describe in

The process started from a common review by all partners of
good practices and lessons learned on the topic of art for social
inclusion and ended with the design of the Model. Each partner
collected the best practices realised in their local contexts in
regards to a specific artistic field, addressed to young people
from marginal contexts, and which had a particular success
and impact in terms of involvement of youngsters and social
inclusion. The artistic fields have been chosen on the basis of
partners’ experiences and competences: dance for Compagnia
Virgilio Sieni, cinema for Ars for Progress of People, photography
for Carpe Diem, music and street-art for Inter Alia, literature for
Zavod Nefiks, theatre for Asociacion Juvenil Teatral On&Off,
picture and sculpture for Propósito Inadiável.
This Model, designed by all partner at the end of this phase,
starts from the question “What can I do to improve my capacity

detail each step, how it takes place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.) - PREPARATION: Is there any special preparation for the implementation
of the activity necessary? - DURATION: How long does the activity last? MATERIALS: What materials are needed for this activity? - TOOLS: Apps,
software, etc. - TIPS AND TRICKS: Are there any specific tips? - SUGGESTED
READING / RESOURCES: Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to
find more helpful information? - PHOTO(S): Are there photos of the activity
capturing the essence / core of the activity? - DEBRIEFING & REFLECTION:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable deeper
learning based on the experiences of activity?
On the basis of this Model, the 7 partner organisations designed their
own workshop and realised it such as those of other partners in their local
contexts. In particular, the Training Curriculum took place in Florence (Italy),
Brussels Capital Region (Belgium), Karlovac County (Croatia), Athens Region
(Greece), Ljubljana Region (Slovenia), La Rioja (Spain), Alentejo (Portugal)
and lasted over 18 months, from February 2020 to July 2021. The involved
youngsters experimented the agreed methodology by implementing some
artistic initiatives in all artistic disciplines, cinema, dance, photography, theatre,
street-art, literature, music, painting and sculpture.
In total, the Project realised 36 workshops and involved 455 European
youngsters.
In the following section, we present this Template and its experimentation, i.e.
the Training Curriculum, in the different Countries.
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Inter Arts

Name of Activity:

Workshops based on selected Art
disciplines
1

- Dance

0015

Describe in detail the workshops, and other learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

Youth Communi,es for Social Inclusion

- Cinema

>>>>

Type of Activity

Ice breaker /Energizer/Training activity/ Evaluation / Discussion /
Workshop / Off-site visit / ……

Objectives

What are the (speciﬁc) objectives with regards to this activity?

Focus

Is there a speciﬁc focus to pay attention to?

Description

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes place, what is
the time necessary for each step, etc.)

Preparation

Is there any special preparation for the implementation of the
activity necessary?

Duration

How long does the activity last?

Materials

What materials are needed for this activity?

Tips and Tricks

Are there any speciﬁc tips?

Suggested reading /
Resources

Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to ﬁnd more helpful
information?

Photo(s)

Are there photos of the activity capturing the essence / core of
the activity?

Debrieﬁng & Reﬂection

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable
deeper learning based on the experiences of activity?

Add table of activities as needed

- Photography
- Theater
- Street Art
- Literature
- Music
- Pain9ng and Sculpture

Ref Number: 2018-2-IT03-KA205-014105

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
This project has been funded with support from the European
commission. This publication reflects the views of the author, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be
made of the information therein.

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein."
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ARS for progress of people
ARS for Progress of People is a non-profit
organization based in Brussels. We believe in
a society governed by open democracy and
participation, where everyone has the chance to
speak out and contribute to the improvement of
its territory and local well-being. We also believe
that including young people in decision-making
processes is the only way to restore political
trust and passion in Europe. Accordingly, ARS
for Progress decided to devote most of its work
to design, formulate and implement project
initiatives in the field of structured dialogue
between young people and policy makers. Our
main activities actually aim at involving young
population, public bodies and stakeholders
at local and European level, through the
experimentation of active solutions for structured
dialogue and mutual cooperation.

visit the website
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Workshop_
Cinema
for social
inclusion

”

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

meant to exploit the tacit knowledge the

Work on the putting participants at ease,

participants have, though not knowing

on their presence in front of a camera,

that they have it.

What are the (specific) objectives with

Develop improvisation skills

Therefore, methods are also interactive

regards to this activity?

Development of a scenario, to come up

enabling participants to exchange their

with a story from a real-life experience/

knowledge.

the cinema as a non-formal
education

activity

for

combating

stereotypes and get familiar with the
concepts of social inclusion and exclusion
in today’s society.

Moreover, the workshop will be based
on open and interactive approaches
and directly aiming at creating a safe

learning environment for the participants,
Name of Activity: Cinema for social inclusion

Theater

the film;

Objectives:

environment that would stimulate the
development and application of new

skills, competencies and attitudes and
thus relying on social and personal
development.
The workshop aims to produce some
short video stories about social inclusion.
1. Artistic aims:
Explore, analyse images and discover
basic principles of storytelling;
Learn practical aspect of organizing a film
screening;
Value the team work where each function/

Cinema

Photography

supporting group dynamics and they are

Workshop.

0019

Dance

person is indispensable for the success of

Type of Activity:

>>>>

>

Date:
18.02.2020,
03.03.2020,
04.03.2020

The major aim of this workshop is to use
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

personal experience.

Street Art

Literature

2. Educational/intercultural aims:
Develop collaboration skills: to be open to
others, learn to collaborate, to

Music

listen to others
Awareness and enhancement of one’s
own experiences of life and its ones
own skills and abilities.
Management and structuring of time,
management of feelings.
Focus:
Is there a specific focus to pay attention
to?
Cinema is used as a tool for breaching
stereotypes and portraying actual and
inspiring life stories of social inclusion
, who can have a modelling role for the
newcomers’ social inclusion.
Additionally,

it

aims

intercultural

dialogue,

to
to

encourage
stimulate

“integration” into the learning group,

Painting and Sculpture
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of questions & answers joke – they are too short)
they talked recently.

Mapping existing resources in the group

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.)

Everyone shares about their own work, activities,
related to the workshop.
stories, They take note of each other portrait on a
flip chart divided in 4 spaces. One person takes
responsibility to present to the other groups a
summary of the flip chart, which is placed on the
wall and can stay during the
entire workshop.
At the end of this activity will be decided the 3/4
groups that will work together to produce the

45' minutes

short documentaries.

Introduction

60' Minutes

Trainer’s presentation
Introduction to the workshop: aims/ expectations
and detailed program

About Storytelling
Practice exercise 1

Getting to know each other
Everybody shares why they participate in this
training course

Ask the participants to make photo pairs which
should contradict each other by showing different
side or the wider context of the same thing, same

Ice breaking games such as:
-Speed dating with different topics (what animal
would you be, what superpower would you
choose, your favorite holiday...)
-Stand in order based on … (birthday, eye color
darkness, name alphabetic order...etc.)
Without talking More examples of such games
can be found here:

30' Minutes

Who they are, what they bring with them

They sit by group of 3/4 and share about their

DAY 1
Introduction
day

“tools”

on

https://www.salto-youth.net/ on the section “tools

or a short conversation about specific subject

Description:

https://www.salto-youth.net/

>>>>

the

section

person, and same situation. For example take a
photo of a small part of a person that has negative
aspect in any way and then take a picture of the
whole person/situation that shows the opposite
and somehow disproof’s what the first picture
has
to say. Watch the photo pairs together with the
whole group and ask them to guess the idea
behind the others’ photos.
Practice exercise 2
Ask participants if they want to tell a joke (except

You are always starting to tell the story with the

50 minutes

magnificent 5 questions or the in journalism you

Pre production

call them the Golden 5 questions.

Checking the final scripts and stories to be

1. Who

filmed. Discussion and final evaluation in each group.

2. What

Tasks division and creation of the film crew

3. When

(classroom) The trainer will have an advisor paper,

4. Where

verifying if all pre-production aspects are being

5. Why

respected.

Discuss how films are made, how you go through
a written story to a visual story : presentation of

120 minutes

key Simple Rules of Visual Storytelling (all of them

Filming Group

will be also present on the guidelines )
1. Show, don’t tell

60 minutes

2. Context Is Everything

Editing and Post production (image and sound).

3. Be personal, be true

Group work for a first draft cut, using the editing

4. Show conflict

software.

5. Reveal hidden things

The trainer will have a guiding work.

6. Focus

Continuity of the editing work. The group will do the first

7. Don’t be obvious

experiments with color treatment, brightness/contrast,

For some of the examples, you can check the

levels etc. Also the sound track and sound effects will

DSLR Guide Youtube channel Storytelling with

be added here. The trainer will have a guiding work.

Cinematography https://www.youtube.com/user/
DSLRguide

60 min
Final stage

45 Minutes

After the end of the editing of the film, each group will

What stories want we tell?

present and show their video each other.

The group try to create the draft of the storytelling

The trainer animate a debate about the videos showed,

of their video.

the experience Value the team work where each
function/person is indispensable for the success of the

DAY 2
10 minutes

Ice breaking games such as:
-Speed dating with different topics (what animal
would you be, what superpower would you
choose, your favorite holiday...)
-Stand in order based on … (birthday, eye color
darkness, name alphabetic order...etc.)
Without talking
More examples of such games can be found here:

film;
Value the cinema as a working tool in the fight against
exclusion.
What was the most astonishing?
• What would I like to know more about?
• What do it useful?

0021
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https://www.refugeesinproject.eu/en/pack/course.

Preparation:
there

any

special

preparation

for

the

a brief guideline for the participants where give
some references of films to be watched before
the workshop as well as some tips about the
filming and editing of a brief documentary in order
some basic info to

attend the workshop. ( Storytelling rules https://
ernestoolivares.com/visual-storytelling-rules/;

the

DSLR Guide Youtube channel Storytelling with
https://www.youtube.com/user/

DSLRguide)
At the same, before the worksho, the youth should:
1) watch some examples of documentaries realised
by youth about the social inclusions/ exclusions ,
such
Inclusion Project: Youth Immigration to Canada
(https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uYBvJ10Gk34&feature=youtu.be)
Refugees In
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCzV1TFUqO67vG0diQ7mk3QA
2) Read some tips on visual storytelling
3) Familiarize with filming and video editing Apps
that will be used during the workshop.
Duration:

It would be useful to watch some documentaries already realised

Useful experiences

with the same aims.

https://romacinema.org/about/the-project/

Debriefing & reflections:

http://www.insart.eu/en/

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable

8 hours in total split in two days (3h first day ; 5h

http://www.insart.eu/en/les-videos/

deeper learning based on the experiences of activity?

second day).

Abderahim:

Aventure

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?time_continue=4&v=N_7KA4wkbhw

Before the realization the trainers should prepare

Cinematography

html
https://www.refugeesinproject.eu/en/

implementation of the activity necessary?

to give all the participants

0023

/ core of the activity?
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Materials:

Ahmet: Rigoler

Tables & chairs, A4 papers, pencils, smarthphone,

https://youtu.be/k9kmsacoBSs

PCs/laptops, internet connection, editing software,

Arfan: Fuir

projector, free editing apps (PowerDirector; InShot;

https://youtu.be/3mmGjgUuJc8

kimemaster, you cut, filmorago, adobe premier

Declic'art:https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_

rush).

continue=4&v=N_7KA4wkbhw

Tips and Tricks :

Photos:

Are there any specific tips?

Are there photos of the activity capturing the essence

The facilitator should have competence in steering
a discussion and, with competence and knowledge
about social inclusion, compile contributions of all
members to one “picture”.
It is essential to respect the timing and to be careful
to avoid going off topic and, especially the first day
to catch up with the idea of the video that should
be filmed the next day.
In order to do this, the first day can be tailored
based on the participants (cut off some activities to
give more time to others , and so on) .
The participants should be open for discussion,
listen carefully, be aware of other opinions and show
respect for other persons’ opinion. They should be
able to reflect on their own situation and take the
perspectives of others into consideration.
Their reflective skills will be sharpened.
Suggested reading / Resources:
Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to find
more helpful information?
Cinema for social inclusion

1. What do you want to achieve with your story?
Reasons could be for example to:
- raise awareness about a topic, give people information
- provide enjoyment and entertainment
- encourage people to think more deeply about one specific topic
- inspire people
- create opportunity for people to meet (from different communities),
share a space and an experience together
2. Do you know your audience(s)?
Some ideas to encourage audience’s development & participation
about social inclusion.
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Carpe Diem
Carpe Diem is a non-governmental organisation
founded in 2005. The aim of the organisation is
to encourage and develop creative and social
potential of children, youth and adults. We are
located in the city of Karlovac but we work
throughout Karlovac County. We cooperate with
organisations from Karlovac, Karlovac County,
Croatia and Europe. Our main target group are
young people aged 15-30. The main topics of
our activities are – non-formal education, youth
information, leisure activities, youth mobility
and volunteering. Our main projects are Youth
Club/Youth Centre, Youth Information Centre,
Volunteer Centre and youth mobility projects.

visit the website
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Cinema

Date:
05-09.03.2020

Workshop_
Photo-Voice
Type of Activity:

0027

Dance

>

Photography

Theater

Problem solving activity.
Objectives:

Street Art

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

To use the medium of photography
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

to catalyse community policy-change
through youth capacity building.

To propel young adults to become

community leaders and effectuate change

Music

through engagement with the arts.
Focus:

Is there a specific focus to pay attention
to?

Name of Activity: Photo-Voice

Literature

The focus in this activity is on the issues
of the local communities and how young
people can help to resolve these issues.

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:

Preparation:

What are the steps in the process?

It’s not realistic to expect that this activity will

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes

completely resolve community issues since this

place, what is the time necessary for each step,

phase of problem solving shouldn’t last longer

etc.)

than 2 months. It is enough if the activity has only
a certain impact in the community regarding the

A coordinator should gather a group from 3 to

issue (e.g. if the group identifies shabby building

10 young people and give them instructions to

walls as a community issues, the solution is not to

go out in the street and document problems they

paint all the walls but only 1 wall is enough).

notice with a camera. Each participant should

The group should contact the local media in

have a camera.

order to inform the local community about their

They can walk around the streets as a group,

problem solving activity.

they can be divided in smaller groups or work as
individuals. This is up to participants to decide
in accordance with the coordinator and it also
depends on the number of the group members.
Taking pictures takes up to several hours (no
more than 4 hours). The duration is flexible since it
depends on the size of the location(s) participants
will visit.
After this activity participants have to send all
pictures to the coordinator. Coordinator collects
the pictures and after no more than 3 days
arranges a meeting with participants where they
jointly analyse data collected to extract the main
issues (e.g. homeless people, trash, stray dogs,
etc.).
The group has to choose one issue to deal with
and together with the coordinator discuss how to
resolve the issue. They need to set the goal(s) they
want to accomplish, roles in the team, duration of
the activity, NGOs and/or other organisation they
need to partner with.

Is there any special preparation for the

decision about the issue to deal with and about the

implementation of the activity necessary?

method to resolve the issue.

This activity needs to have a coordinator who will
gather a group of young people and coordinate
their activities. Coordinator can give a public call
to gather a group or/and invite young people they
already know. There must not be any discrimination
in gathering the group. Before the activity starts the
coordinator should clearly explain all the steps to
participants.
Duration:
Duration of the activity is flexible. The first part (giving
instructions, taking pictures, analysing pictures and
extracting the main issue) should last no more than
5 days. The second part (resolving the issue) lasts
depending on the time necessary to deal with the
issue but no more than 2 months.
Materials:
Cameras and computer to watch and analyse
taken photos.
Tips and Tricks :
It is important to have motivated participants
who will remain throughout both phases of the
activity. Each participant needs to have a camera
(camera on the mobile phone is enough). Particular
photography skills are not required. Also, when
dealing with the issue the group should not set too
high and unrealistic goals which are not possible
to accomplish through this type of the activity.
Coordinator should only give support to participants
while they need to be the main actors who will bring

Suggested reading / Resources:
Website of the organisation ’’Project 1948’’ that
initiated the activity: http://www.project1948.ngo/
Photos:
Instagram of the organisation ’’Project 1948’’:
https://www.instagram.com/project1948/Why is it
important to be an active citizen and not waiting for
other to solve the problems?
Which competences you had to use to achieve the
goals you set as a group?
Would it be possible to achieve the goals if you
acted as an individual?
How do you feel after having contributed to solving
the problem?
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Cinema

Date:
10-17.10.2020,
29.05.2021

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with

0031

Dance

Photography

Theater

>

Street Art

regards to this activity?

To teach youth about Street art and it’s
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

Name of Activity: Street Art Workshop

Literature

impact on the society.

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.)

prepared for the second stage of the workshop,
Street art in practice! The group was invited to
think about the artistic ideas and to turn them
into reality with help of experienced artists. On
the second day of the workshop the ideas were

Well known Karlovac street artist Dalibor Juras

painted on the wall, with other Karlovac’s street

took a group of youth for a ride along the town

artists. Some had ideas to make outlines, and

while showing significant works in Karlovac

others were enjoying coloring. A perfect match of

streets! The weather was good on 10th of October

combining practice and theory!

2020, and the workshop could finally be carried
out, after postponing it several weeks due to bad
weather. The idea was to gather a group of youth
and visit significant street art works throughout
the whole town, which is better if it was done
with the greenest vehicle of them all – the royal
bicycle. The group gathered in front of the Youth
Center and started the journey there. On the
route were all kinds of street art works: murals,
tags, activist messages… Juras explained why it
was important, how it was done, the techniques
and artistic value. The group finished the bike tour
in front of the Youth Center Grabrik, where they
were shown white and inviting outdoor walls on
the terrace of the Center. The walls have been

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Preparation:
Is

there

any

special

preparation

for

the

implementation of the activity necessary?
The coordinator should be well known with the local
street art and street art in general so he/she can
transfer the knowledge to the participants.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
2 days .
Debriefing & reflections:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be
asked to enable deeper learning based on the
experiences of activity?
What kind of impact it has on the community?
What does this visual art mean for young people?

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Inter Alia
Inter Alia is a civic organization and think-tank,
established in 2013 and based in Athens, Greece.
Its mission is to contribute to the creation of an
inclusive and active European civil society, by
raising awareness of the EU as a structure and to
prospective EU citizens on available channels for
acting, participating and shaping Europe. Inter
Alia seeks openness, inclusiveness, respect,
tolerance,

equality,

extroversion,

diversity

and interconnectedness. We believe that the
sustainable construction of such a Europe can
only be achieved with the active participation of
the people.

visit the website
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Cinema

Date:
17.10.2020

Workshop_
Let the
Sounds
Speak

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

0039

Dance

Photography

Theater
-To help participants discover improvised
creativity.

Street Art

-To explore the possibilities of sound,
music and art in general.

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

The workshop is addressed to young
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

Focus:
Is there a specific focus to pay attention

people, who don’t have any previous
music experience, who have some

The diversity of profiles within the

music experience and to those who feel

participants and their opportunity to

confident as musicians.

blend and spend time together, making

Describe in detail the workshops, and other

Objectives:

the most out of it.

learning activities that you plan to implement in

-To help participants express themselves;

the test phase of the project.

-To develop their team-spirit and team-

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

working skills;

-To increase their understanding of
Name of Activity: Let the Sounds Speak

flexibility, their negotiation skills and their
willingness to support their cause, either
as single units or in a team.
-To experience the joy of creating music.
-To communicate with each with the help
of a different language, through sounds
and music.
-To experience the approaching and
acquaintance when people meet for
the first time, not through words and
information, but through abstract sounds,
music, and direct, inner, spontaneous
expression.

Literature

to?

>

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).

First attempt (10 mins) we try to see if there is any
music coming out.
A second attempt will follow. Each attempt is
followed by a discussion and an effort to match
phenomena from the rehearsal with phenomena

The whole workshop is based on the belief that

from real-life: for example the behaviour of those

all humans have rhythm inside of us and what is

with stronger knowledge and skills on the subject

necessary is to feel connected: to the others, to

will be analysed, as a basis for taking the lead,

the instrument, to a bigger idea.

and the level to which they are prone to become

There is no ideal number of people, the more

leaders, or prefer to follow.

the better. Participants get all together and first

Then the improvised playing will be repeated and

explore who is who in the room with an energizer,

the outcome will be seen in terms of differences

name game or any other ice-breaker.

with the first one.

A music ice-breaker is recommended, to make

This process will be repeated as many times

a sound with the body, or anything that uses

as the group desires, until all feel there is a

sounds rather than words.

connection between the participants and they

After that participants are introduced one by one

are all somehow “sharing their music”.

to all instruments that are available in the working

Those who don’t have an instrument will be

space. Ideally, various types of instruments from

encouraged to sing.

various cultures have been brought to be used

If some attempt goes along in an interesting way

during the workshop.

for all, it can last more than 10 minutes, according

With the help of a trainer participants are asked

to the mood of the moment.

to cluster the instruments into groups based on

A discussion about the musical results and

certain characteristics that will be decided by

process can take place when someone of the

the participants. It is not necessary to follow the

participants feels that it is needed, or want to add

traditional instruments division: bowed strings,

something that would help the process as formed

woodwind, brass, percussion, keyboard, and

until that moment.

the guitar family. They can be divided differently,
based on their origin, on their colour, etc. A
parallel with the society can be drawn optionally.
Then with the help of a conductor (the trainer
who is a skilful musician), participants choose
an instrument and start playing their own music.

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Preparation:
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Photos:

asked to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of

Are there photos of the activity capturing the essence

activity?

/ core of the activity?

What was the reason that brought the participants there and to
what extent they feel “connected”?

Is

there

any

special

preparation

for

the

implementation of the activity necessary?
It is advised that there are provided as many and as
various music instruments as possible.
Participants who own or can borrow a portable
music instrument are invited to bring them for the
workshop.
Participants could think of some ideas in advance
about how the whole process could be helped and
proceed.
A discussion about any particular expectations of
the workshop by the participants could be held at
the beginning of the meeting, and assist then in the
formation of the way of progress of the workshop.

How long does the activity last?

Is there anything they would like to change regarding their

the-sounds-speak-music-workshop/

behaviour in the workshop?
What they believe they received today? And what did they bring?

3 – 4 hours with one or more breaks if necessary.

Debriefing & reflections:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be

Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
It is important that music instruments are available.
The organisation can rent or collect otherwise
instruments, as drums, djembe, and other easy to
carry.
All

participants

who

have

portable

music

instruments will be invited to bring them along.
It is also suggested that the workshop takes place
inside at first (so that a basic communication and
connection through sounds and music among
the participants can be achieved) and then be

Duration:

Short sneak here: https://interaliaproject.com/let-

continued at the outside where a wider range of
sources of inspiration can be found.
Tips and Tricks :
Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should be an experienced but above
all open-minded musician who will be ready to
adopt different opinions, views and ideas.
Maybe more than one or two meetings could be
required, so that the information and experience
from each meeting can settle for each participant at
the intervals, and be enriched afresh at the next one
with probably new ideas and impulse.
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Workshop

Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
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Type of Activity:

Dance

Photography

Theater
Is there a specific focus to pay attention

Workshop – Off site visit.

to?

Objectives:

To contrast the art for the few versus the

What are the (specific) objectives with

art for the many. To explain the whole

regards to this activity?

“open access concept” and to link it to
other phenomena like Wikipedia, Creative

The workshop foresees familiarization of

Commons, etc.

young people with the concepts and the

In this workshop, we’ll try to also draw a

meaning of the street art. What is it and

line between street art and vandalization,

what are the historic groundings behind

often confused nowadays.

Describe in detail the workshops, and other

In many European cities, especially in the

learning activities that you plan to implement in

dense urban environments, many artists

the test phase of the project.

find it preferable to express their feelings

and to make their statements through
what is called street art, rather than to use

conventional art modes of expression,
which is oftentimes closed in galleries, and

its access is most commonly associated
with expenses. Even if the expenses are
not significant (like buying a painting, for
example) they still exist in the form of a
ticket, let’s say, which oftentimes the
target groups of our project can’t afford.
For this reason the main aim of this
workshop is to popularize and explain in
detail the street art as a means of creative
expression.
Focus:

0045

Cinema

Date:
26.09 &
03.10.2020

its existence.

Name of Activity: Street Art Workshop

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

>

Street Art

Literature

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).
We recommend this workshop to take place
at urban areas with already existing samples. It
is better to organize a walking tour “out there”,
rather to have the workshop in a closed hall with
a prepared presentation. In any case, both ways
are possible.
The participants will meet at an agreed point in
the city, or indoors. As a first step, we suggest
to undertake an ice-breaking activity or a namegame. Right after, they will have a brainstorming
about the ways they themselves see the street
art and what is the first thing that comes to their
mind, when they hear “street art”. It is good to
have a note keeper and ideally, all suggestions
spoken is good to be written on a board to be
seen by all participants at the same time.
Then, the guide will give a short “definition”, and
will invite the group to follow him and discover on
their own examples on the streets of the city.
During the tour, it is good that the guide covers
the following aspects:
-Visibility and invisibility
-Legality and illegality
-Ephemerality and elongation
It is suggested that while visiting each place the
guide will offer details on its creation, while the
group will be invited to reflect on the historic
period when it was created, as well as its
specific positioning within the city. In this way the

participants will develop the analytical skills for
connecting the social phenomena taking place at
certain period of time with the respective social
and critical response to them.
An example to this are the images of homeless
people that started appearing on the walls around
us after the outbreak of the economic crisis.
During their tour participants can observe and
discover also more sophisticated connections
between what they see and the time period of
creation.
It is also suggested that the tour includes an info
session on what is considered street art and how
it is taking place. For example, if artists need
permission from the public or private owners to
perform the art, if it is socially accepted, if it can
be done in any part of the city, how the locals
view the artists and their work, etc.
At the end of the tour, it is suggested to spend
about 15-20 minutes for questions and other
comments that participants would like to make.
Although, it is recommended to ask questions
and to stimulate an open discussion at all times
during the workshop.
A brief reflection on what they feel that they
learned during the tour is also suggested for
closing the workshop.

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Preparation:

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

there

any

special

preparation

Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to find more

the activity?

helpful information?

for

the

implementation of the activity necessary?

How long does the activity last?
Between 2 and 3 hours.

It is good to prepare the participants for what they

Materials:

are going to experience and to ask them to come

What materials are needed for this activity?

with comfortable clothes and shoes, as sometimes
the “street art tour” might require some walking.

An experienced “guide” who will have the passion
to explain in an interactive way the philosophy
behind the street art. The best option is to have a
street artist for this role.

Duration:

0049

Are there photos of the activity capturing the essence / core of

- The Art of Rebellion, the Book about street art:
Is

>>>>

Tips and Tricks :
Are there any specific tips?
If the “guide” / street artist can provide access to
an art piece that is in the making, the impact will
be increased, as participants get inspired by seeing
the process and are a lot more willing to participate
with questions. Are there photos of Suggested
reading / Resources

available

here:

http://cedricbernadotte.com/wp-

They have been delivered after the end of the workshop.
Debriefing & reflections:

content/uploads/allcity-the-art-of-rebellion-3.pdf

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable

-

deeper learning based on the experiences of activity?

5

Years

of

Action

–

Political

Stencil,

Ekdoseisstoperithorio publications, September 2019
Photo

Do you see street art differently?
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Virgilio Sieni
The

Center

directed

by

Virgilio

Sieni,

headquartered at Cango in Florence, develops
experiences based on languages of the body
and of dance in relation to the landscape and
to cognitive sciences, encouraging research
and productive contexts based on hospitality,
training, residencies, the geography of territories,
emotional maps of places, dialogue between
the arts and the creation of “communities of
the gesture”. The Center develops organically
around the activities of the Compagnia Virgilio
Sieni, the Academy of the art of the gesture, the
School of the gesture and the landscape, and
Cango’s programs.

visit the website
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Cinema

Date:
10.2021

Workshop_
Photography
Workshop

Type of Activity:

0053

Dance

>

Photography

Theater

Photography Workshop.
Objectives:

Street Art

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?
Activate
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

reflections

friendship,

on

sisterhood

the

role

and

of

Literature

female

empowerment in a group of teens.
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

Name of Activity: Photography Workshop

Music

Painting and Sculpture

0054
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Description:

Preparation:

What are the steps in the process?

Is there any special preparation for the

suburbs, girl communities, art as a medium to raise

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes

implementation of the activity necessary?

awareness In adolescent development.

place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).

The in-person workshop followed a

theoretical

investigation of anatomical deconstruction through
The activity consists of 5 meetings, 2 online and

photography.

3 in person, which involve raising awareness on
the importance of friendship in the female sphere.

Duration:

The online meetings were centred on inspiring the

2 hours max per encounter.

participants with artistic materials by authors who
have deconstructed the human anatomy through

Materials:

photography in order to jumpstart thoughts on

Nikon 3300 camera with triggered flash lighting.

how representative traits of individuals can be
fused together to create a symbolic representation

Tips and Tricks :

of their relationship, their shared vision andlong-

We brought snacks and before each photo session

standing bond.

we sat down with the girls to record their thoughts
and better understand their personalities.
Suggested reading / Resources:
David

Hockney’s

Galimberti’s

polaroid

polaroid

work,

mosaics

and

Maurizio
Remo

Camerota’s constructed portraits.
Photos:
Some photos are available – the result of the
workshop is a series of constructed postcards
featuring the girls’ traits (a dimple, a freckle, pierced
ears, features).
Debriefing & reflections:
We uncovered a number of themes worth further
investigating: body awareness, the construction
of the self-image in photography, teenagers in the

0055
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Type of Activity:
Workshop
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?
Ostinati
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

is

a

learning-through-

transmission process aimed at boys and
girls from a neighborhood on the edge
of Florence. Promoting understanding of

and experimenting with languages of the
body and of dance, it had the following
objectives:

- Lead young people to express their
potential through the languages of art

- Stimulate forms of encounter and group
Name of Activity: Ostinati

cohesion

- Help young people get to know
themselves

through

the

conscious

practice of movement
- Rejuvenate a sense of community and
sharing through artistic practices
- Learn new ways of learning
- Come to know and recognize one’s
individuality through new languages
- Experience relationships with the
Other and with the environment through
movement
- Stimulate personal and group creativity

0057

Cinema

Date:
04-11.10.2020

Workshop_
Ostinati

>>>>

>

Dance

Photography

Theater
- Generate a new sense of belonging to
the city

Street Art
Focus:
Is there a specific focus to pay attention
to?
The workshop was proposed as an

Literature

opportunity for study, inclusion and
participation
younger

focused

generations

on
in

engaging

participatory

artistic actions shared with the local

Music

territory, as a response to social exclusion
and urban isolation. The course, aimed
at boys and girls with no previous
dance/movement

experience,

stems

from an open question on the meaning
of being obstinate, and originates from
choreographic experimentation carried
out by the two artists who led the
workshop.

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
enhances each individual’s work in relation to the
What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).

be a fundamental instrument for the composition
and creation of a cohesive group that could
communicate without using words.
Next came standing and floor exercises in which
experimentation with movement was stimulated

During group meetings, the young participants were

by the creative elaboration of a problem – an

led in the practice of an evolving physical language

intentionally-created physical or spatial limitation.

and in the shared pursuit of a repetitive, obstinate

Then, with the learning of brief sequences made

movement in which each of them could find his/

up of basic actions like the raising of arms, as

her identity, discovering new ways to enhance their

well as more complex muscular activations,

creativity as a resource to better relate to others

mnemonic effort was stimulated, often playing on

and to act in new contexts.

the alternation between the right and left sides of

The process went through the following phases of

the body.

evolution during the course of the week:

Creative composition springing from thematic

Sensitization to languages of the body through

stimuli that emerged on the relationship between

exercises geared towards shared exploration

the body and the space, and on the expressive

of the space and consciousness of the body

potential of the gesture.

as an instrument for relating to others and the

In the second phase, we shared the theme of the

environment.

project, opening the discussion to reflections and

In this first phase, which corresponds to the first

thoughts, stemming from a shared question. The

hour of the group meetings, the goal was in part to

responses, together with stimuli to encourage

gain confidence with regard to one’s own body, the

“thinking in motion”, became the link to the

others and the work space, and in part to create,

composition, which involved the group in the

working all together, a shared, usable vocabulary

creation of brief sequences of movement, first

to support the work of composition. Thanks to an

individual and then collective, with the initial

exploratory approach, attention was immediately

condition of a spatial limitation.

focused on the creation of functional movements

Shared

not aesthetically bound to a pre-set ideal of dance.

preparation of performance action: inclusion and

The meetings began with exploratory walks in

enhancement of elements external to the workshop

which attention was focused on the space and

Each participant’s materials were first shared

on the group, and on lending fullness and novelty

with the group and then placed in relation to one

to a basic everyday action; participants explored

another, creating, with the artists’ guidance, a

ways of traversing the space, and how the gaze

choreographic composition that unites, alters and

directed at one or more people in the group could

choreographic

development

and

group and to the space.
The work was carried out in small groups that
translated and elaborated a new interpretation of the
theme, based not only on words, but on observation
and physical/gesture communication.
Work continued in the performance space and
in relation to live music, generating an “external”
adaptation that once again stimulated participants to
handle their bodies as poetic and concrete instruments
in relation to the space and the Other.
Performance action
Leading the participants in the preparation of an artistic
product and creating contexts in which to stage it
became an integral part of the workshop process, a
complete process that engaged them from the outset
and stimulated them to re-think languages of art from
an inclusive and participatory point of view.

>>>>
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Preparation:

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

Is

there

any

special

preparation

for

the

implementation of the activity necessary?
Meetings

with

other

local

neighborhood

associations were organized to identify and people

5 meetings, 2 hours each

Pictures material available here: https://ap.adminproject.eu/files/

The art of dance in education, Smith Authard

index/index/1831?qj - folder=40112

at critical issues and cultural and social potential

environment in which to stimulate free exploration of

in the neighborhood. The people thus identified

movement in a group. It is also ideal to do some of

participated in the creation process, thus generating

the activities outdoors, recognizing and inhabiting

a sense of belonging and sharing of the direct,

the performance place and sensitizing participants

collective experience. The project was slotted

to the need to take care of shared spaces.

for discussion, and connected the workshop to
a series of experiences which, in their complexity
and diffusion, created a sense of regeneration of
the place and its social purpose. The choice of
workshop and performance locations helped to
define the specific objectives of the transmission
of movement. For the group, it was important to
frequent another place and acknowledge it as a
space of education and gathering, enhancing their
perception of the city.

Tips and Tricks :
Are there any specific tips?
In working with a group of boys and girls near or at
the end of their scholastic careers, it was very useful
to maintain a dynamic relationship of equals, aimed
at creating an environment for practice and reflection
without pre-set hierarchies, but recognizing the
group and the enhancement of individual potential
as the strong points of the project. The alternation
of practice and shared reflection allowed us to
quickly develop a relationship with the group and
to explore the theme from both a physical and
meta-cognitive point of view.to an art piece that
is in the making, the impact will be increased, as
participants get inspired by seeing the process and
are a lot more willing to participate with questions.

Duration:

relationship with the host neighborhood?

cultural development?
barefoot and floor exercises is important to create an

artistic actions throughout the city, offered a platform

How important is continuative work in the local area and the

contexts to achieve full accessibility to the arts, sociality and

the project’s goals, and also to have a closer look

Cantieri Culturali, which involves participatory

/ core of the activity?

deeper learning based on the experiences of activity?

What materials are needed for this activity?
An indoor, clean, well-lit space for practices done

and linking it with other experiences. The Festival

Are there photos of the activity capturing the essence

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable

How important is it to introduce interdisciplinary work into these

project to them. The aim was to sensitize them to

participation, thus lending value to the local action

Photo

Debriefing & reflections:

Materials:

who work continuatively in the area and present the

into a broader context of cultural creation and

0061

The Art of Movement, Rudolf Laban
Difference and Repetition, Deleuze, Gilles

How long does the activity last?

>>>>

Are there photos of
Suggested reading / Resources
Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to find
more helpful information?

How important is the role of culture in the development of sociality?
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date:
27.06-03.07.2020

Workshop_
Rituali Urbani
Type of Activity:

Workshop and site-specific creation
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

Name of Activity: Rituali Urbani

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

>>>>

-Stimulate young people to develop an

of movement generated by the

interest in cultural planning for the city,

interweaving of the rhythms, events

stemming from concepts of care and

and

attention

in

-Give young people the opportunity to

codification and repetition of these

develop a new sense of belonging to the

choreographic intertwinings give rise

city

to a ritualistic sense of encounter

-Lend

young

people

a

sense

of

responsibility regarding their fundamental
and creative role in the development of

dynamic
each

chiasmas

individual’s

present

body.

The

0063

Cinema

>

Dance

with the Other. Hence the title Urban
Rituals.

Photography

the environment they live in
-Rejuvenate a sense of community and
sharing through artistic practices
Offer an experience of relating to others

Theater

and the environment through movement
Focus:
Is there a specific focus to pay attention

Street Art

to?
The

workshop,

involving

8

young

Urban Rituals is an experience that

people with no previous dance or

promotes the creation and development

artistic movement experience, arose

of artistic groups of young people (aged

from the need to create a context for

16-21). The course on the transmission

education on languages of the body

of and experimentation with languages

and of dance, focusing on the gesture,

of the body and of dance is developed in

in-depth understanding of the structure

relation with its various artistic, social and

of the body and the surrounding space,

urban contexts.

and observation of and creative sharing

Urban Rituals is an open-air, outdoor

with others, all fundamental elements

experience set in the public space of

of inclusive learning experiences. In this

Isolotto Vecchio, a neighborhood on the

period of restrictions and regulations

edge of Florence.

to combat the spread of Covid-19 in

The workshop, held by the artists Virgilio

particular, the proposed course develops

Sieni and Giulia Mureddu, has the

on the concept of “attention to distance,”

following aims:

working in the local territory and springing

-Stimulate young people to discover their

from the idea of tactile space understood

own potential through languages of art

as the sum total of practices of listening,

-Promote the artistic act as a process

empathy and attentiveness to others, to

that involves attention and can facilitate

the environment and to nature, with the

nearness and a sense of community/

aim of regaining a sense of nearness.

relatedness/cooperation

These themes are channeled into a group

-Engage and sensitize participants to

of short dances viewed as a continuous

taking care of places and inhabiting them

construction and deconstruction of “silent

through artistic processes

architectures”,

compositive

structures

Literature

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.)
During course meetings, the girls are guided in
exercises on the language of the body and of dance
in relation to two main points of observation:
1. adaptation to a new context through attention
and listening to the environment and to others,
exploring one’s own creativity and identity through
new ways of moving
2. the relationship between body and environment,
perceived space and urban space, stimulating
awareness and critical thinking.
The experience is structured in the following
phases:
- Sensitization to languages of the body through
exploratory exercises and sequences
In this initial phase, the aim is to generate a common
vocabulary based not on pre-set aesthetic canons
of dance, but on the “free” utilization of limbs, body
weight and joints. Springing from observation
and the use of joints and the body, the girls are
guided through the discovery of unexpected and
admirable dynamic possibilities, like, for example,
the gravitational drop of an arm that triggers the
sudden rotation of the torso as the knees give way,
with a consequent fall to the ground.
Imagination plays a primary role in the creation of
exercises intended to stimulate mobility, springing
from the visualization of external stimuli and with the
goal of developing movements. Some examples:
•Imagining moving within a delimited geometric
space

•Defining spatial boundaries with parts of the body
•Imagining

“phantom

bodies”

acting

on

or

influencing one’s own body
•Imagining moving a body, perceiving its shape
and density
Following these same imaginative principles, we
then propose purposefully-created sequences of
movements to be memorized, which become a
sort of shared alphabet and collective memory.
Once the sequences have been learnt and
participants have gained confidence with this type
of exploratory movement, we go on to add further
layers of attention, through expedients such as
the addition of a new spatial limitation that defines
the level at which we want to stimulate bodily
movement: on the floor, lower limbs, etc.
-Creative composition springing from themes that
arise
In this second phase, composition is associated
with and dialogues with the body’s intuitive capacity
to respond to continuous new stimuli.
The experience of composition arises from the
immediate observation and reproducibility of
the improvised creative act. In fact, the girls are
asked to instantaneously create a movement and
remember it, maintaining an attentiveness that
stimulates constant observation of the others and
the space, as opposed to a pre-constituted, formal
idea of the gesture. Then, bringing together the
exercises of the first and second phases, we can
construct interweaving mechanisms, making use
of the participants’ intuitive proposals.
The prohibition of physical contact imposed by
anti-Covid regulations is transformed into an
opportunity for study on the power of the sense of

touch and how it can facilitate the positive perception

but inherent to the process; an interval of maximum concentration

of a physical distance.

in which participants could apply and demonstrate the capacities

The choreographic structure is based on the

developed over the previous days.

construction of short pieces, and on how they can

We chose not to use any audio, so as to have an amplified perception

be tied together using physical elements explored in

of a shared rhythm and a low-key insertion into the public space.

the pursuit of a common language. Specifically, Urban
Rituals favors work in groups, from the quartet to the
octet, to stimulate attention to and observation of
others.
-Exploration of place and verification of adaptation;
mistakes as creative opportunities
This is the phase in which the previously-constructed
material was brought to the chosen location, the
central piazza of Florence’s Isolotto neighborhood,
then under reconstruction, beneath the local market’s
temporary shed, which is empty and available in the
afternoons. After observation of the place and the
surroundings and following the direct experience of
the meaning of being in a place without being invasive,
we introduced the concept of “intruder,” a term which
in this context is intended to indicate the process by
which a pre-defined material can undergo changes
and be enriched by interaction with unexpected
elements. Thus the presence of a colonnade, as well
as of a mother passing by pushing a baby carriage,
contributed to the transformation of the choreographic
structure and taught the group something about
modifiability and flexibility.
This also contributed to a deeper understanding of the
concept of mistakes as opportunities for transformation
and growth.
- Performative action
At the end of the process, we created a choreographic
action in which the girls could express and directly
experience their idea of space, relation and community.
The performance was viewed as a conclusive event,

0066
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Preparation:
Is

there

any

special

preparation

for

the

implementation of the activity necessary?
The outdoor phase was preceded by a process
of sensitization in the local area, with the aim of
preparing and informing residents about the nature
and themes of the project.
The project was part of the broader artistic context
of the Festival Cantieri Culturali, organized by the
Production Center, which promotes the revitalization
of Florentine territory through practices, workshops
and artists’ residencies in selected locations in
peripheral neighborhoods.
Comparison and links with other experiences
lent value to the workshop and highlighted the
concept of the regeneration of places, sociality and
belonging to the city.

Duration:
How long does the activity last?

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Are there photos of the activity capturing the essence

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable

/ core of the activity?

deeper learning based on the experiences of activity?

Pictures material available here:

A process that is divided into several phases, distributed over time

https://ap.adminproject.eu/files/index/

but maintaining continuity, is fundamental to achieve the project’s

index/1831?qj#folder=42861

aims and give the participants a sense of growth. In fact, Urban

Debriefing & reflections:

8 2-hour sessions 3 indoors and 5 outdoors.

>>>>

Rituals was the third phase of the Gruppo Cango experience,
begun in 2019 under the aegis of the Virgilio Sieni National Center
for the production of Dance.

Materials:

The individual activity’s insertion into a broader professional

What materials are needed for this activity?

context is equally fundamental for a truly profound experience
for both the young participants and the instructors, fostering

The availability of an indoor space is fundamental

discussion and a connection to a series of experiences which, in

to create an environment in which to stimulate free

their complexity and diffusion, create a sense of regeneration of

exploration of movement, protecting participants

places and of sociality.

in their initial shyness and fostering a sense of
community in the group.
It is also ideal to carry out part of the activities
outdoors,

recognizing

and

inhabiting

the

performance location and sensitizing participants
and residents to the idea of taking care of shared
spaces.

Tips and Tricks :
Are there any specific tips?
Active participant involvement in artistic choices
and choreographic composition is an excellent
way of imparting a sense of responsibility to
young people, guiding them not by imposition, but
dialectically and empirically.
The alternation of practice and shared reflection
allows the instructors to develop a relationship with
the young participants and to explore themes from
both a physical and intellectual point of view.
Photo
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Propósito Inadiável
PROPÓSITO INADIÁVEL is a non profit organization
based in a little village in a rural area of North Alentejo. The
main aim of the organization is to promote and empower
the development of the person and of the local/regional
community through education, non formal learning,
training and international cooperation. The President
of the Board is working in the international mobility and
non formal learning since 1986 with a long experience of
training in Euromed Region, South America and all over
Europe. In the group of founders and active members(
all volunteer) we have very experienced people in
international activities (one is an ex-EVS) and with
competences in areas like environment, biology, theatre,
cultural animation, languages teachers, management
and youth work.

visit the website

>>>>
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Cinema

Date:
28.07.2021

Workshop_
Sketchers in
Castelo de Vide
– What is it and
how to do it

Type of Activity:

Painting Workshop.
Objectives:

Dance

Photography

Theater
Is there a specific focus to pay attention to?
The focus is keep the capacity to look with

Street Art

“eyes to see”.

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

Literature

The workshop aims to introduce to the
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

youth of the region of Castelo de Vide a

emotional/sensorial art - the sketch. Using
this method nobody will be completely
unable to draw.

What is it and how to do it

Music

More than the draw, the important is the

look, is see more than what is presented
to be seen.

Understand that each human being has
his own way to see.

Name of Activity: Sketchers in Castelo de Vide –

0071

We don’t have to be afraid about what
we do, but we must put all we are in the
minimum we do.
And never lose the capacity to fall in love.
Focus:

>

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:

Preparation:
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
11.00-12.15

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).

The group will be split in 5 little groups and each
group will go to a place in the village chosen by
Luis Pedro.
The participants are invited to produce as much

4 hours with a break in the middle.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?

The workshop will take place in the conference

draws they can, without worries about quality. Is

A notebook and a pencil will be offered to the

room of the public library of Castelo de Vide.

each one quality. During this time he will “visit”

participants..

It will take 4 hours, from 09.00 till 13.00.

each group one or two times to show they are not
alone. He will be a comfort for them.

Are there any specific tips?

09.00 – 10.00
The

artist/facilitator

Luis

Pedro

Cruz,

will

Tips and Tricks :

12.15-12.45

introduce the participants about the meaning of

Share the result of the work and reflect about the

Sketcher. He will present some web pages of

difficulties and pleasures of the exercise.

The important is to motivate them and catch them
since the beginning and make them understand
nobody is there to judge their work. They have to

famous sketchers and the manifesto, which is the

feel free to produce his/her piece of art.

guide of behaviour for the sketchers.

12.45-13.00

He also will present some techniques of sketch.

A kind of closing process answering to simple

Suggested reading/Resources:

and clear questions asked by the artist.

Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to find

10.00-10.45

Luis Pedro will also invite them to continue to

more helpful information?

Luis Pedro will go to the window and start to

draw in the notebook creating their own graphic

draw what he see from there, explaining what he

diary and also to give some colour to the black

is doing and why he do it that way.

and white draws.

draw what they see as general or choosing a

Preparation:

simple element.

Is

A little debrief about this exercise.

implementation of the activity necessary?

10.45-11.00
Coffee break

any

special

preparation

for

the

Nothing special. Just a good mood and
atmosphere.

Urbansketchers.org/p/our-

manifesto.html
Luis Pedro Cruz on facebook

The participants will be invited to experiment to
there

Urbansketchers.org

Debriefing & reflections:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be
asked to enable deeper learning based on the
experiences of activity?
Did you gain something?
Did you give something?
Did you feel free and happy?

>>>>
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Cinema

Date:
21.07.2021
e 01.09.2021
Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

0075

Dance

Photography

Theater

What are the (specific) objectives with

Street Art

regards to this activity?

Knowing and learning to see, unlock
multiple universes, determine, learning

to choose, conceive ideas, take action,

Literature

discipline and guide our will.
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

Name of Activity: Living and coexisting with art

Music

>

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:

Preparation:

What are the steps in the process?

Duration:

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes

How long does the activity last?

place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).

4 hours.

It will start with a short explanation of the creative

Materials:

universe. After we set out for a guided tour of the

What materials are needed for this activity?

"Alentejo Sculpture Park - Maria Leal da Costa
- Sculpture Park of Marvão", in an adventure of

The materials are on the spot.

artistic and sensorial discovery.
The next step is set in atelier to have a coffee

Tips and Tricks :

break, to share ideas and create a piece of art.

Are there any specific tips?

The goal is to be inspired by the landscape and
the sculptures.

Awarness.

Preparation:

Suggested reading/Resources:

Is

there

any

special

preparation

for

the

Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to find

implementation of the activity necessary?

more helpful information?

It’s necessary to be focus and let you go with the

You can see the page of the artist here:

flow.

marialealdacosta.com
Debriefing & reflections:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be
asked to enable deeper learning based on the
experiences of activity?
Integration of personality throughout the art. Share
experiences. Perceive the coexisting of ourselves
and each other in a group.

>>>>
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Nefiks
Zavod Nefiks is a non-governmental organization that is
working on promotion and recognition of knowledge and
competence acquired through non-formal education
and informal learning. Our main project is Nefiks booklet
with its online version that has been designed to help
individuals and organizations with recording knowledge,
skills and competences developed through different
activities like volunteer work, workshops, language
courses and other activities where learning took place.
Our aim is to include, recognize and consider youth
and volunteer work in the formal education system,
scholarship schemes and employment. For this reasons
we are organizing different promotional and educational
events, prepare publications and cooperate with
stakeholders on local, national and international level.

visit the website
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Cinema

Date:
28.04.2021

Workshop_
Say the
words with
pencil

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

The main objective of this workshop is
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

to encourage young people to express

0081

Dance

Photography

Theater

Street Art

>

Literature

their feelings about corona, lockdowns,
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

restrictions and living and coping with
pandemic in this time and place.

Describe in detail the workshops, and other

We want to encourage them to take pencil

learning activities that you plan to implement in

and paper and express their frustrations. It

the test phase of the project.

can be hard living in “now” but sometimes
is better to make fun of things an try to
see them as a good comic.

Name of Activity: Ssay the words with pencil

Participants do not need any artistic skills
– making art isn’t about having talent, it is
about expressing yourself.

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:

Preparation:
Duration:
How long does the activity last?

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).
STEP 1:
•Short introduction in comics – history, styles,
forms.
•How to start – artist will show participants how
she starts a short (one or two window) comic.
Where does she gets inspiration, how to make
a first line.
STEP 2:
•Facilitator will encourage participants to share
their ideas in anonymous online tool, what ideas

on their comics.
STEP 4:
•Participants will be invited to publish their (future)
works – if they do nothing, they can’t get feedback
and encouragement. Sometimes you just have to
put yourself out there.
•They will be invited to participate in a literature/
photo/painting competition about coronavirus
pandemic.

2 hours.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
The necessary equipment is pencil and paper.
Tips and Tricks :
Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should encourage young people to
draw even though they think they can’t. Participants
should find comic artist with simple drawings and
train with replicating figures, faces.

they want to present in their short comic. In this

Debriefing & reflections:

way they can see what others think and get new

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be

ideas.

asked to enable deeper learning based on the

•Artist will comment gathered ideas and make

experiences of activity?

example how to present different ideas in one or

How did you feel when you were drawing?

two comic windows.

How do you feel after the workshop?

•Artist will show her workflow.

Is it easier to cope with coronavirus from this

•Participants will have 20 minutes to start working

perspective?

on their idea.
STEP 3:
•Participants can show their work to others,
gather comments from other participants and
artist to get encouragement and feedback.
•Everyone will have another 15 minutes to work
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Date:
30.06.2020

Workshop_
To see is to
embrace

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

0085

Dance

>

Photography

Theater

Street Art

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

The main objective of this workshop is to
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

encourage young people to take a camera

and start portraying reality as they see it.
We wanted them to take a moment to
appreciate those little things that we don’t

Music

normally notice through a camera.

Workshop was held with young people

from rural village, where most of them
dreams of living in capital or other big city.

We wanted them to see beauty in where
Name of Activity: To see is to embrace

Literature

they live, to embrace it and make it their
own.
We also wanted young people to acquire

knowledge on how to use their phone
camera and how to take photos.

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).
STEP 1:
• Short introduction in photography basics –
dimensions, how to capture main object in relation
to surrounding, composition, lightening…
STEP 2:
• The facilitator divides the participants into groups
and they walk around the village taking pictures of
what they find interesting.
STEP 3:
• The groups go back to the meeting point and
share their photos and have a brief discussion of
what it means to them.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
2 hours or more, as long as the participants want.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
The necessary equipment is at least one
smartphone per group.
Tips and Tricks:
Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should encourage young people to

take cameras and to experiment with them, to take
their own pictures.
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be
asked to enable deeper learning based on the
experiences of activity?
How did you feel when you were taking pictures?
How did you feel when you worked with your
group?
Did you notice anything new in your village that you
didn't see before?

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Workshop_
Slam Poetry

Workshop.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

Name of Activity: Slam Poetry

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Date:
15.09.2020,
24-26.02.2021,
20.03.2021
Type of Activity:
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Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Activity 5. Writing a poem
90 minutes

Description:

Possibility 1: Individual work; Possibility 2: group work.
Together choose a topic, every one writes one line
(or more) and combining the lines. Working on the
presentation.

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).
The main objective of the workshop is to present
another way of expressing themselves, share their
experience, interest young people in poetry and
develop their skills.
Aims:
Explore, analyse and discover basic principles of
poetry and the difference to poetry slam.
Explore the basic principles of poetry slam and how
they can help in expressing yourself.
Work on the putting participants at ease, on their
presence in front of an audiences
Develop collaboration skills: to be open to others,
learn to collaborat and listen to others.
Activity 1. Get to know eachother with story telling.
20 minutes
Every participant writes down the first 10 word
coming to his mind in a minute.
Than they get into pairs and tell an short story
about them using the word they previously wrote in
the same order they wrote them down.
Activity 2. Excecises on improvisation.
20 minutes
All the participants will be divided into two or three
groups depending on the number of participants.
The moderator will ask in turns to each group to
represent the photography of a scene. The fasilitator
will say something like “you are in a wedding” and
the participants will have to place themselves in

turns in the picture, without talking to the others. So
then ask them who they are, how they relate to the
other people in the picture. The final pictore will be
with all of the participants and in the end they will
have to improvise a little play.
Some other situations: wedding, funeral, friends
supporting different teams gather to watch the game

Break
10 minutes
Preparation:
Prepare the room, so it look like a real stage. Getting to
know what poetry slam is. Finding some video of local
poetry slams. Maybe inviting some guests.

and one wins, firefighters rescuing a kitty, cardinals

Duration:

choosing the next pope, red carpet at a premiere,

4 hour.

survivors of a plane crash, the inauguration ceremony
for the new president….

Materials:
Flip chats, post-it notes, markers.

Activity 3. What is “Poety slam”?
30 minutes
1. Watching a video.
2. Working on the question: (could be a presentation
from the fasilitator or group work depending on the
video material and guests)
What are the differncebetwen "normal poetry" and
poetry slam? (performance, , text structure, gestures,
themes, acoustic and optical design ...)
What are the topics? What make a poem a poem?
(Different aspects of poems, including word choice,
sound correspondences and rhythm )
How do the performances look like?
Break
15 minutes
Activity 4. Short writing activity
15 minutes

Video:
Ihttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWbERIVc7BM
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of
activity?
The workshop can be longer, so the participants can
have more time to write. Idea would be two afternoons:
first afternoon be till the second break with more time
to write,
the second would be delegated the presentation,
organizing Poetry slam” evening where the participants
can present their work and work on the presentation
skills.
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Date:
08.10.2020 e
08.05.2021

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:
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What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

The major aim of this workshop is to use
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

video as a mean of telling a story.

Participants are young people, who are

currently unemployed but are trying to
find a job.

Music

Main goal of the workshop was to

encourage them to tell their story or a

story of their product/service since they

are participating a one month training for
social media managers.

Name of Activity: Video storytelling

Literature

We wanted them to learn basic video

rules (angles, pace of the video, how to
use colour …), how to use phone as a
camera, which applications to use and
how to tell a story through video.
Through group work they experience
team dynamics in thus try to find a
meaningful place in it.

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
What are the steps in the process?

The necessary equipment for simple filmmaking

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes

(mobile

place, what is the time necessary for each step,

microphone…), some paper and pens, and

etc.).

maybe some costumes for the actors.

STEP 1:
• Presentation of video, mobile software, theory
about video making, which roles are included –
script writer, actor, cameraman, director, video
editor,, ..
STEP 2:
• Participants gather and discuss what their video
is going to be about which topic they want to deal
with in the short film.
• Through brainstorm they form team dynamics
and divide the roles in video making process.
• The participants start recording what they have
prepared with the help of the coordinator and
create the short film.
STEP 3:
• When video is finished, the watch it, make
comments about technical view and also if they
managed to present their idea in video.
• Discussion about how to use this knowledge,
based on this experience, how they will approach
different idea, story that they want present in video.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
2 hours or more, as long as the participants want.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?

phone,

phone

stand,

lighting,

Tips and tricks:
Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should let the participants
organize everything, but coordinate them and
help them with anything they might need, as well
as teaching them how to use the equipment.
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be
asked to enable deeper learning based on the
experiences of activity?
What do you want to achieve with your story?
How did you feel when you worked with the rest
of the participants?
Do you think you transmitted everything that you
wanted

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Date:
30.06.2020

Workshop_
Superpowers
for better days

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

What are superpower that can help you
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

cope with your problems? Invisibility aside,

Dance

Photography

Theater

Street Art

>

Literature

are there competences and knowledge
that you have also a superpowers?
Young

people

will

recognize

their

Music

competences that can help them coping
with their problems. Those “superpowers”
will be main characteristic of their heroes
in video.

Through group work they will experience
Name of Activity: Superpowers for better days

0097

team dynamics in thus try to find a
meaningful place in it.

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
What are the steps in the process?

video making (mobile phone, phone stand,

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes

lighting, microphone, mobile software…), some

place, what is the time necessary for each step,

paper and pens, scenography material (dolls,

etc.).

background,…).

STEP 1:

Tips and tricks:

• Presentation of techniques of stop motion video.

Are there any specific tips?

• Presentation of roles when making a stop motion
video – editor, script writer, director, cameraman,

The facilitator should let the participants

scenography artist…

organize everything, but coordinate them and

STEP 2:

help them with anything they might need, as well

• Discussion about ideas, what their video is going

as teaching them how to use the equipment.

to be about, which superpower will be presented.
• Through brainstorm they form team dynamics

Debriefing and Reflection:

and divide the roles in video making process.

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be

• The participants start recording what they have

asked to enable deeper learning based on the

prepared with the help of the coordinator and

experiences of activity?

create the short stop motion video.

What do you want to achieve with your story?

STEP 3:

How did you feel when you worked with the rest

• When video is finished, the watch it, make

of the participants?

comments from technical view and also if they

Do you think you transmitted everything that you

managed to present their idea in video.

wanted?

• Discussion about how to use this knowledge,

How do you feel about your superpowers?

based on this experience, how they will approach
different idea, story that they want present in video.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
6 hours or more, divided in two days.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
The necessary equipment for simple stop motion

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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On&Off
Asociación Juvenil Teatral ON&OFF is a youth
organization situated in the North of Spain, with its
members made up from the current and ex-students of
the theatre school Dinámica Teatral. ON&OFF organizes
theatre related activities for its members, for example,
trips to theatre performances, theatre based summer
camps and youth exchanges, street performances and
many other creative projects.

visit the website
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Date:
05.08.2020

Workshop_
Film
Production
Workshop

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

Dance

Photography

Theater

Street Art

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

The main goal of this workshop was
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

Literature

to encourage the young people who

are interested in film production to start
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

chasing their dream. We wanted them

to learn about everything (how to use
Describe in detail the workshops, and other

a camera, to write a script, to direct, to

learning activities that you plan to implement in

act…).

the test phase of the project.

Name of Activity: Film Production Workshop

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:

Preparation:
Duration:
How long does the activity last?

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes
place, what is the time necessary for each step,
etc.).
With this workshop we wanted to encourage the
young people to chase their dreams related to
film production. Whether they were interested in
script writing, in directing, in acting… we wanted
them to learn new things and work together to
create a short film.
These are the steps:

2 hours or more, as long as the participants want.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
The

necessary

equipment

for

filmmaking

(professional camera, lighting, microphone…),
some paper and pens, and maybe some costumes
for the actors.
Tips and Tricks :
Are there any specific tips?

1.The participants get together and talk about

The facilitator should let the participants organise

what they want to do (who wants to act, who

everything, but coordinate them and help them with

wants to direct, who wants to write…) and which

anything they might need, as well as teaching them

topic they want to deal with in the short film. Then

how to use the equipment.

they divide into groups with the participants that
want to do the same thing (a group of participants
that want to direct, a group that wants to write,
etc.) and start organising everything for the
recording.
2.The participants start recording what they have
prepared with the help of the coordinator and
create the short film.

Debriefing & reflections:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be
asked to enable deeper learning based on the
experiences of activity?
What do you want to transmit with the short film?
How did you feel when you worked with the rest of
the participants?
Do you think you transmitted everything that you
wanted?
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Date:
24.06.2020

Workshop_
Dance
Workshop

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

activity?
Music .
Tips and Tricks:
Are there any specific tips?
The coordinator should be able to create a safe space

00107

>

Dance

for the participants so that they can move freely without
feeling judged.

Photography

Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of
activity?

Theater

How did you feel when you were taking pictures?
How did you feel when you worked with your group?
Did you notice anything new in your village that you
didn't see before?

Street Art

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

The main objective for this workshop is to
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

find new ways to express our emotions
and feelings, to experiment with our
bodies and to find new movements.
Description:

1. Dance Workshop
2. Moving to the rhythm of a song
3. Creating scenes
4. Game of leadership and choreography
5. Evaluation

Music

What are the steps in the process?

(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.)

Name of Activities:

Literature

With this workshop we wanted to
encourage

the

young

people

to

experiment with their bodies and to move
freely in order to find new movements.
The participants then moved and danced
to the rhythm of a song and lastly worked
together to create a choreography.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
4 hours.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
24.06.2020

Workshop_
Dance
Workshop

Type of Activity:
Ice Breaker.
Objectives:

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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How long does the activity last?
Around 30 minutes, as long as the participants want.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?

00109

>

Dance

Music.

Photography

Theater

Street Art

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

To break the ice, to let the participants
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other

Literature

lose their fear of being judged by the rest
and express how they’re feeling.
Description:

Music

What are the steps in the process?

learning activities that you plan to implement in

The coordinator starts playing some

the test phase of the project.

music, or a rhythm, and the participants
start

moving

around

the

space

experimenting with their bodies, with the
Name of Activities:

heights, with the flow of the movement…

1. Dance Workshop

in order to express how they’re feeling.

2. Moving to the rhythm of a song
3. Creating scenes

Preparation:

4. Game of leadership and choreography

Is there any special preparation for the

5. Evaluation

implementation of the activity necessary?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.)
The coordinator should prepare various
songs so that the participants are able to
experiment with different rhythms.
Duration:

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
24.06.2020

Workshop_
Dance
Workshop

Type of Activity:
Discussion.
Focus:

Is there a specific focus to pay attention
to?

Working in groups in order to create a
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

for the groups and 25 minutes to present the scenes in
front of the rest.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
Music.
Tips and Tricks:
Are there any specific tips?

>

Dance

Photography

The coordinator should try to help those groups who
don’t know where to start, and provide orientation to
each group.

Theater

Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of
activity?

Street Art

What do you want to transmit in your scene?

Literature

scene to portray a topic of their choice
without speaking, only with their bodies.
Description:

Music

What are the steps in the process?

(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.)

The coordinator divides the participants
Name of Activities:

into smaller groups and lets them discuss

1. Dance Workshop

for a while so that they can decide which

2. Moving to the rhythm of a song

topic, idea or emotion they want to

3. Creating scenes

portray in their scene. They work together

4. Game of leadership and choreography

to create it and then present it in front of

5. Evaluation

the rest of the groups.
We wanted the participants to portray
weird or peculiar things that they had
noticed after the confinement, but the
topic could be changed.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
Around an hour; 35 minutes of preparation

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
24.06.2020

Workshop_
Dance
Workshop

Type of Activity:
Game.
Objectives:

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

>>>>

2 hours.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?

00113

Cinema

How long does the activity last?

>

Dance

Music.
Tips and Tricks:

Photography

Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should try to coordinate the young people
but let them be the ones who make the decisions about
the creation of the choreography and the movements

Theater

used.
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked

Street Art

to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of

What are the (specific) objectives with

activity?

regards to this activity?

What do you want to transmit with the choreography?

To experiment with leadership and to
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

Literature

work together to create a choreography.
Description:

What are the steps in the process?

Music

(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.).

The game goes like this:

The facilitator plays music so that
Name of Activities:

the participants can dance to it. The

1. Dance Workshop

participants are situated in a way they

2. Moving to the rhythm of a song

don’t disturb each other while dancing.

3. Creating scenes

One of the participants stands in the front

4. Game of leadership and choreography

and starts to do a movement, and the rest

5. Evaluation

follows them. Then another participant
moves to the front and moves, and so on.
Once everyone has experimented with
their own movement, the participants get
together to work on a choreography with
the movements from the game (and new
ones if they want).

Duration:

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
24.06.2020

Workshop_
Dance
Workshop

Type of Activity:
Evaluation.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
Music.
Tips and Tricks:
Are there any specific tips?

>

Dance

The coordinator should offer a safe space for the
participants to share their feelings and their opinions.

Photography

Everyone should share with the rest.
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of

Theater

activity?
How did you feel when you were dancing?
How did you feel working with the rest of the participants?
Do you think you were able to transmit the emotions that

Street Art

you wanted?

regards to this activity?

To assess the workshop and discuss
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.
Name of Activities:
1. Dance Workshop
2. Moving to the rhythm of a song
3. Creating scenes

Literature

the things that the participants felt while
carrying it out.
Description:

Music

What are the steps in the process?

(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.).

The participants evaluate the activity and

talk about how they felt while carrying it
out.

4. Game of leadership and choreography

Duration:

5. Evaluation

How long does the activity last?
Around 20 minutes.

Painting and Sculpture
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04.08.2020

Workshop_
Learning to see
- Photography
Workshop

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

00117

Dance

>

Photography

Theater

Street Art

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

The main objective of this workshop is
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

to encourage the young people to take

a camera and start portraying reality as

they see it. We wanted them to take a

moment to appreciate those little things

Workshop

Music

that we don’t normally notice through
a camera. We also wanted the young

people to acquire knowledge on how to
use a professional camera and how to
take photos.

Name of Activity: Learning to see - Photography

Literature

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
What are the steps in the process?

The coordinator should encourage the young

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes

people to take the cameras and to experiment

place, what is the time necessary for each step,

with them, to take their own pictures.

etc.).
With this workshop we wanted to teach the young
people the basics on how to use a professional
photography camera, and then encourage them to
take their own photos.
These are the steps to follow:
1.The participants first get to know the cameras,
the coordinator and the ones who know the
most briefly explain how to use them in different
situations, and teach the rest about the basics on
how to take pictures (lighting, framing, focus…)
2.The coordinator divides the participants into
groups and they walk around the city taking
pictures of what they find interesting.
3.The groups go back to the meeting point and
share their photos and have a brief discussion of
what it means to them.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
2 hours.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
As many professional cameras as possible.
Tips and tricks:
Are there any specific tips?

Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be
asked to enable deeper learning based on the
experiences of activity?
How did you feel when you were taking pictures?
How did you feel when you worked with your
group?
Do you think you were able to transmit what you
wanted with your photos?

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Date:
12.12.2020

Workshop_
Music
workshop

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

To find new ways of transmitting emotions
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

with instruments and become aware of

the things that create an environment in
a scene.

To experience with new instruments
and have the chance to learn from the
participants.
Focus:

Is there a specific focus to pay attention
Name of Activities:
1. Music workshop: Creating sounds for scenes
2. Watching the clips
3. Recreating the environment
4. Evaluation

to?

Finding ways of transmitting different
emotions with instruments.
Description:
What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.).
With this workshop we want to encourage
the young people to experiment with the
instruments in order to find new ways
of transmitting emotions and feelings

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

with them. The participants will get the chance to play
instruments that they have never played before and learn
new things from the other participants.
Preparation:

Dance

Is there any special preparation for the implementation of
the activity necessary?
The coordinator should prepare some short clips or scenes

Photography

from movies or series that portray different emotions
(anger, sadness, bitterness, happiness, love…) that have
music or sounds in them, so that the young people can
imitate it and create the same environment in order to

Theater

portray the emotion.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?

Street Art

3 hours.
Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?

Literature

-As many instruments as possible, at least one for each
participant.
-Short clips/scenes from movies or series that portray an
emotion.
Tips and tricks:

>

Music

Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should let the young people experiment with
the instruments, help them organise, but let them be the
ones who come up with the way they want to portray the
emotion.
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of
activity?
What sounds/instruments portray anger/sadness/love/
happiness (or other emotions)?
How can we transmit an emotion just with instruments?

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
12.12.2020

Workshop_
Music
workshop

Type of Activity:
Discussion.
Objectives:

Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.
Name of Activities:
1. Music workshop: Creating sounds for scenes
2. Watching the clips
3. Recreating the environment
4. Evaluation

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

Preparation:
Is there any special preparation for the implementation of
the activity necessary?

participant can watch the clips comfortably.

How long does the activity last?
20 minutes.

Theater

Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
The clips that the coordinator picked that portray an

Street Art

emotion of your choice.

Are there any specific tips?

To watch the picked scenes with the

The coordinator should try to help the young people to

participants in order to identify the sounds

start to organise everything so that they can get to work.

Description:

Photography

Duration:

regards to this activity?

learn from the participants.

Dance

The coordinator should prepare everything so that every

Tips and tricks:

environment. and have the chance to

00123

Cinema

want to use, who plays which instrument…).

What are the (specific) objectives with

and the instruments used to create the

>>>>

Literature

>

Music

What are the steps in the process?

(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.).

In this activity the participants will watch
the scenes that you have previously
picked in order to identify the sounds and
the instruments used in them.
These are the steps:
1- The participants watch the scene
that portrays an emotion (anger, love,
happiness…).
2-

The

participants

identify

the

instruments and the different sounds
used in the scene together.
3- The participants discuss the way they
want to carry it out (the instruments they

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
12.12.2020

Workshop_
Music
workshop

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

Recreating the environment in the scene
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.
Name of Activities:
1. Music workshop: Creating sounds for scenes
2. Watching the clips
3. Recreating the environment
4. Evaluation

that the participants have watched with

the instruments and transmitting the
emotion.
Description:

What are the steps in the process?

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

As long as the participants want, they should stop
whenever they feel they have accomplished their objective
and feel happy with the result.
Materials:

Dance

What materials are needed for this activity?
The instruments.

Photography

Tips and tricks:
Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should try to coordinate the young people
but let them be the ones who make the decisions about

Theater

the creation of the environment.

The two activities should be repeated with every emotion

Street Art

that the coordinator has picked, for instance:
-Watching the clips that portrays anger
-The participants work together to recreate the environment
-Watch the clip that portrays happiness

Literature

-The participants work together recreating the environment
And so on.

>

Music

(Please, describe in detail each step, how
it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.).
The

participants

work

together

to

recreate the environment and transmit
the emotion.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
12.12.2020

Workshop_
Music
workshop

Type of Activity:
Evaluation.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

Duration:
How long does the activity last?
Around 20 minutes.

Dance

Tips and tricks:
Are there any specific tips?
The coordinator should offer a safe space for the

Photography

participants to share their feelings and their opinions.
Everyone should share with the rest.
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked

Theater

to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of
activity?
How did you feel when you were playing the instruments?
How did you feel working with the rest of the participants?

Street Art

Do you think you were able to transmit the emotions that
you wanted?

regards to this activity?

Literature

To assess the workshop and discuss
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.
Name of Activities:
1. Music workshop: Creating sounds for scenes
2. Watching the clips
3. Recreating the environment
4. Evaluation

the things that the participants felt while
carrying it out.
Description:

What are the steps in the process?

(Please, describe in detail each step, how

>

Music

it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.).

The participants evaluate the activity and

talk about how they felt while carrying it
out.

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
08.03.2020

Workshop_
Rumours

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

saying and how did they know it, without

a confrontation.

them feeling accused.

•Finish the conversation in a comfortable

8.Invite curiosity

way. This will help that each person

It encourages the other person to take

reflects on what has been said so that

ownership of the reality first hand by going

they feel better talking about this topic.

to official sources or through their own

3.Value the other person:

experiences. Invite them not to get carried

•Rumours have to do with our worries

away by everything then can feel around

and fears.

them.

•Try to understand and recognize the

9.Pay attention to non-verbal communication

concerns of the other person in order for

Body language has to be open and dialogued:

them to receive the information in a better

visual contact, smile, facial expressions,

way. Avoid accusations.

relaxed movements. Use a relaxed tone of

4.Listen Actively:

voice, without use of sarcasm and make sure

•Active listening helps for us to understand

to show true interest.

the thoughts, feelings and actions of

10.Use positive speech

regards to this activity?

another person and to give reason to

Show the value of social, cultural and

what they tell us.

economic benefits that immigration gives to

•In order to listen, we must not speak,

our society. Speak about the citizen.

we don’t interrupt or talk over others. Ask

11.Think about generalizations

questions.

Reinforce the idea that all people live with

5.Grab their attention

different circumstances and personal realities

•Your arguments should be short and

that make us unique. We can’t assume that

clear. Using colloquial language, the

someone will act a certain way just because

same type of language that they use in

of where they are from. Are all people…?

order to connect with them.

Does everyone do…?

•Use real examples of things that relate to

12.Look for common links

them or things that affect them.

A human being tends to have a lot of worries,

6.Keep it relaxed

expectations, concerns and dreams which

•A positive attitude to enforce success in

can all be so different. The culture is not

the discussion.

always a differential factor.

a regular basis throughout the population.
- Acquire skills to identify hate speech.

- Develop new things to say that allow us
to counteract those hate speeches in our
daily lives.

- Practice the courage to say these new
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

love comments.

Describe in detail the workshops, and other

Focus:

learning activities that you plan to implement in

Is there a specific focus to pay attention

the test phase of the project.

to?

The facilitator must communicate that
Name of Activity: Rumours

arguments of the other person. This is not

What are the (specific) objectives with

- Identify hateful rumours that are heard on

Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

the COUNTERPLAY to fight against a
RUMOUR must be EMOTIONAL. Seeing

as that rumours are basically exclusively
created through the inherent fears of a
human being.
Questions to keep in mind:
1.Find the moment:
•Value the time used to develop a
conversation on the topic.
•Decide if the environment is suitable for
the discussion.
2.Show Respect:
•You should be at disposal to listen to the

•Control your emotions and support calm
responses.
•If you can’t control yourself, don’t
continue the conversation, close it in the
best way possible and find a different
moment to continue.
7.Ask Questions
If you want to resolve any conflicting
thoughts that someone may have, its most
effective that the same person saying
these conflicting comments, reaches the
conclusion that you want to transmit, but
on their own account. Therefore, you can
ask them if they are sure of what they are

>>>>
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Cinema

Dance

Photography

>

Theater

Street Art

Literature

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Description:
into the principles, charged by discriminatory

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes

connotations that heed the dignity of a group of

place, what is the time necessary for each step,

individuals. This speech is propaganda with the

etc.).

bad intention of inciting the listener or reader to

rumours, using theatre as a pedagogical tool.
The facilitator will dedicate 30 minutes to discuss
and agree on the different concepts in which they
are going to be working on, its fundamental for the
activity to be successful. The first question is to ask
the participants what their understanding is of a
rumour.
Using the principle ideas brought forward by the
participants, the facilitator will share the meaning
of the word RUMOUR and they must agree as a
group what meaning they are going to give the
word RUMOUR.
A rumour is a piece of information that’s reliability is
in doubt or isn’t supported by facts.
Normally, rumours are generated and transmitted
among people, even though on some occasions
they are shared through mediums such as news
reports, radio shows, magazines etc.
Rumours tend to have the purpose of conditioning
the thought or the conduct of a person. Due to this,
it is seen that comments don’t wait to be made and
shared, and they tend to have a lot of impact and
controversy.
The facilitator begins the same process (15
minutes) with the concept of “HATE SPEECH”
“RUMOURS BASED ON HATE”. The facilitator
asks the participants what they understand about
“RUMOURS BASED ON HATE”
Hate speech is the communicative action, in
which, the objective of promoting and feeding

>>>>

are bascially exclusively created through the inherent

1- Rumour

fears of a human being.

2- Hate Speech and Hateful Rumour

The facilitator separates the group into pairs and asks

3- How to break down a rumour?

that in 10 minutes each one of them narrates to their

4- Examples of rumours.

00133

partner a real-life situation in which they use “hate

What are the steps in the process?

It requires Young people to reflect about hate based

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

complete destructive actions against a group,
or in general, historically discriminated against
groups. “Second recommendation No.R (97)
20 of the committee of ministries of European
Advice, the most common forms of hate
speech are racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism,
exacerbated

nationalism

or

ethnocentrism,

among others, based on intolerance.”
The facilitator or the volunteer will begin writing
on the flipchart what the participants are
debating and will begin to let them reflect on the
initial concept agreed on, so that we can always
refer to it throughout the rest of the workshop.
The facilitator will ask the group to share
examples of “hate rumours”, they will also write
them on the flipchart (10 minutes)
The facilitator will guide the group to respond to
the following question:
How to deactivate a rumour?
To end a rumour is a long job. Our objective is
to accompany the people around us so that
they question the information that they receive
and that they stop believing the first thing that
they hear. For this, its fundamental that we use
effective communication and that we avoid
lecturing these people, as it must be an open

speech”

Duration:

The facilitator gives 15 minutes to the pairs to rehearse

How long does the activity last?

the representation of the 2 scenes that they have shared.
The pairs will then present to the rest of the group the
first situation and later the other situation of the scenes
that they have spoken about.
After they have shown each scene, the facilitator will ask:
What other way of acting is possible in this situation in

The facilitator must communicate that the
COUNTERPLAY to fight against a RUMOUR,
must be EMOTIONAL. Seeing as that rumours

Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?
Flipchart, Thick markers.

order to end these types of hate rumours?
The answers and ideas of intervention in order to stop

Suggested reading /Resourcess:

hate rumours, will be collected and written on a flipchart.

Any resource (book, website, article etc.) to find more helpful

The pair will choose one of the intervention ideas and

information?

will present the situation again but this time including
the intervention response suggested by the other
participants that have seen it.
All the pairs will present their scenes generated by
hate rumours and then again with their intervention
modifications.
Finally, they will select which of these scenes, through
acting, suit to reflect well a situation that generates
hate rumours and the same scene with the intervention
modification in order to avoid and end these
We will then create a performance with the selected
scenes. This performance can be performed in the
Street, it can include an act related to the theme that
occurs specifically in that city, it can be filmed o it can
simply be a show of work done without the goal of
bringing it to the public.
This workshop provides Young people with a concrete
tool to intervene in their everyday lives when they come
across situations of hate speech, so that they can put
an end to it.

dialogue with their participation. It is a challenge
and, as such, needs practice.

4 hours.

Material to support the reflection:
There are “antirumour” movements in all European countries.
This page has a diverse collection of material:
http://www.antirumores.com/recursos.html
More material found in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/user/bcnantirumors
The following page: http://zurrumurrurikez.eus/#rumores presents,
in a very simple matter, the rumours and information that
disassembles hate speech, for example.
They say…
“Refugees are a danger to the security of Europe”
The massive influx of refugees is resurrecting some of the old rumors
about migrants, that they are going to take away our work, that they
are going to take social benefits while hundreds of thousands of
European families live in poverty, that they are an invasion, that they
are a danger to society and the values of Europe. The xenophobic
comments of some political leaders, or the alarming messages of
some media outlets, fan the narrative that appeals to fear. First of
all, it is important to know that they are people fleeing their homes
because their lives are at risk, and that their main objective is to
return to their countries as soon as the situation that motivates their

Preparation:

departure ceases. They do not come for pleasure. They do not leave

Is there any special preparation for the implementation of

everything - their house, their family, their work, everything they

the activity necessary?

have and have built - and risk their lives and that of their children, for

The preparation should be the first part of the workshop,
where the facilitator will communicate and guide the
group to reflect and define the concepts:

pleasure. They do it because they have no other option. Because
the rest of their options have already failed..
Rebuttal what they say using data:

00134
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1.They take our jobs

They pose a risk to safety

Europe will lose its Christian identity and culture

this type of tax and also contribute to financing health services.

One only has to look at the percentage of the active population

Refugees are people fleeing terror. They are not a threat; they

This statement questions the values of what the EU is

And despite this, the Government currently excludes them from

that is unemployed to verify that the crisis has treated migrants

are also threatened.

or aspires to be. It is fundamental to preserve the values

access to Public Health.

worse than the natives. While the unemployment rate of

After the attacks in Paris last November, the appearance of a

of tolerance, of respect for diversity, of solidarity, which

BUT ... Remember the emotional basis on which the RUMORS are

Spaniards is at 20.13% (data from the EPA of the third quarter

Syrian passport, a man who entered Europe along with refugees

is what will give us the mechanisms and tools for the

based and always seek that the COUNTERPLAY is also emotional.

of 2010), that of foreigners is 28.94%.

through Greece, served to recharge this argument in the style

challenges we will have to face in the future, "recalls

In addition, many of them bring other capacities in different

I told you. Amnesty International, through John Dalhuisen,

Vega, in response to these messages, he responds that

areas that we may not have without them here, for example in

Director of the Regional Program for Europe and Central Asia,

what those who arrive can contribute "an impressive

matters such as language, or complementary training, that is

called on European leaders not to confuse terrorism with the

wealth".

to say that far from being a problem it is rather a wealth and an

increase of immigration. They are two different things, and

And in addition, these speeches, often in the mouth of

opportunity for our society.

only one of them constitutes a threat. European leaders must

European leaders, mainly from the extreme right, have

(European

distinguish carefully between the two and be clear that the best

another risk: Launching these messages of intolerance

Commission, 2006) recommend a range of long-term policies

thing for Europe's security is not to turn its back on a global

or rejection of certain religious groups is the best

(...), combined with a sustained flow of immigration, to guarantee

refugee crisis, but to guarantee the orderly, organized and

propaganda that can be done for radical groups to

the sustainability of the current pension and social protection

humanitarian entry of people fleeing from similar horrors.

attract more people.

system" , as affirmed in a study of the El Cano Royal Institute,

In addition, each Asylum application submitted for processing

They take our social aid

Teresa Castro Martín, demographer and professor of the CSIC,

involves extensive examinations and very strong security

According to the aforementioned Amnesty International

investigates the impact of immigration to alleviate the aging of

controls.

study, the fiscal impact of immigration in Spain, that

European society.

Crime rates rise

is, the difference between the contributions made

Nor should we forget that refugees, immigrants who arrive,

There are studies that show empirically that there is no causal

by immigrants through taxes and Social Security

usually take jobs that we do not want, the gaps that are in

correlation between migration and crime. The researchers

contributions and spending on public services, social

the labor market. If the statistics of the type of occupation are

César Alonso-Borrego, Nuno Garoupa and Pablo Vázquez

benefits and pensions they receive, yields a positive

compared, it is evident that in the distribution of jobs among

analyzed in Does Immigration Cause Crime? Evidence from

result that represents 0.54% of GDP, that is about 5,500

domestic and foreign workers, immigrants are more dedicated

Spain, for the American Law and Economics Review, "the

million euros. In other words, migrants get less than they

to unskilled jobs.

number of crimes per inhabitant in each place and year, and,

contribute, and enjoy fewer social benefits than people

2.It’s an invasion

among the relevant variables, the proportion of immigrants

with legal residence and Spanish people. This news from

The world is much larger than the EU, which is not the

according to their origin and characteristics (age, sex,

the end of October, which reported the balance between

main objective of migrants and refugees. Among the top 25

education and language) ". His conclusion: immigration has not

what they contribute to the public coffers of the Basque

destinations of migrants, led by the United States and Russia,

caused an increase in crime in Spain.

Country and what is spent on them, confirms this.

there are only five in the 28 member states.

If Europe relaxes the rules, there will be «called effect»

As for the funds, the aid they receive is small and also

In addition, in the world there are 60 million people displaced

The justification of the hardening of borders to avoid the "called

comes from funds that the EU gives to the States for that

by conflicts; 86% of the refugees are in the poorest countries of

effect", that is so often repeated by the European leaders, is

purpose. The money is used to house them in shelters

the planet, it is a proven fact, and especially in countries near

dismantled with several arguments. The first is from the UNHCR

for six months and provide them with information on the

the conflict zones. In the case of Syria, for example, Turkey,

representative Francesca Friz-Prguda, who from experience

most important aspects to handle in the country. Then

Libya, Jordan and Iraq, almost 95% of the Syrian population

says that "fortress Europe is an illusion and we have to be very

they have to look for their own way of living here, without

that has left, which is about four million.

aware. Desperate people cannot be stopped by fences, or with

losing sight of the extreme difficulty of starting from

A small part of them arrive in Europe. Last year, in Europe there

mortal risks for their lives, nor with the militarization of borders. "

scratch, looking for a house and finding work with black

were around 600,000 asylum requests; This year there will

This argument was used when, in 2013, the Italian Government

skin, a veil or a turban.

obviously be more. It is a drop in the ocean if you compare this

launched the Mare Nostrum rescue operation. When the

Overtake Public Health, which they do not finance

figure with 60 million internally displaced or asylum seekers.

operation ended, with which they had rescued thousands of

There are studies, such as that of Amnesty International,

Turkey has two million, Lebanon 1,200,000 plus half a million

lives, thousands of people continued to arrive. Even knowing

among others, which show that foreigners make less

Palestinians, in a population that has about four million. It is as

that there was no possibility of rescue, they continued to leave

use of the public health system than the natives. As for

if 12 million refugees arrived here in Spain. No EU country is

and risked their lives because they were desperate. We have

financing, since 1999 Health is paid through indirect

poorer than Ethiopia, Turkey, Pakistan or Lebanon, countries

also seen it with the fence that Hungary built. Faced with the

taxes, such as VAT or personal income tax, and not

that receive more refugees. Here in Europe we have 500,000

impossibility of entering there, the flow of refugees sought new

through

million inhabitants.

channels of entry into the EU.

migrants who, when living in Spain, consume and pay

Another

important

aspect:

"Most

studies

Social

Security

contributions.

Therefore,

Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable
deeper learning based on the experiences of activity?
What hate rumours affect you or have affected you in the past?
In which rumours have you found yourself spreading or participating
in?
Have you learnt some sort of concrete tool, from this workshop in
order to stop rumours?
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Data:
25.06.2020

Workshop_
Slam Poetry

1. Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion

the workshop will be carried out.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?

Materials:

Paper, pens, markers, microphone, music .
Debriefing and Reflection:

rhythm and to encourage the young people to
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

narrate their own things in front of an audience.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

Description:

What are the steps in the process?
Describe in detail the workshops, and other

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it

learning activities that you plan to implement in

takes place, what is the time necessary for each

the test phase of the project.

step, etc.).

With this workshop we wanted to encourage the
Name of Activity:

young people to write down in words what they

1. Slam Poetry

felt and what they wanted to transmit in order

2. Free writing

to find a new way to express. We wanted to

3. Writing poetry

offer a safe space in which everyone could work

4. Reading it out loud

on their own piece of poetry, and then read it

5. Evaluation

outloud.
Preparation:
Is there any special preparation for the
implementation of the activity necessary?
The coordinator should provide information
about Poetry Slam, the difference between

Theater

Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of
What do you think Poetry Slam is?

writings with others, learn to write poetry with a

Photography

What materials are needed for this activity?

to this activity?

To discover the importance of poetry, share our

Dance

4 hours.

activity?

writing and develop new skills.

00137

Cinema

Poetry Slam and poetry, and explain to the participants how

What are the (specific) objectives with regards

To find an alternative way to express through

>>>>

Street Art

How do you feel when you write poetry?

>

Literature

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
25.06.2020

Workshop_
Slam Poetry

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema

trust their instincts and write down everything that they
think of.
Duration:
How long does the activity last?

Dance

Around 20 minutes.
Materials:

Photography

What materials are needed for this activity?
Paper, pens, markers.

Theater

What are the (specific) objectives with regards
to this activity?

Street Art

The main objective of this activity is to shape
the ideas that the participants wrote down in the
previous activity.
Description:
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

What are the steps in the process?

>

Literature

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

takes place, what is the time necessary for each
step, etc.).

Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

The participants sit down in their own space in
the room and start writing down in paper the

things that come to mind (feelings, images,

ideas…) without judging whether they’re good
Name of Activity:
1. Slam Poetry
2. Free writing
3. Writing poetry
4. Reading it out loud
5. Evaluation

Music

ideas or not. The participants have to write
down everything that they think of.
Preparation:
Is there any special preparation for the
implementation of the activity necessary?
The coordinator should explain the activity
correctly and should help the participants to

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
25.06.2020

Workshop_
Slam Poetry

Type of Activity:
Ice breaker.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with regards
to this activity?

To let the participants write down their ideas,

and the things that they have in mind without
thinking about it, recurring to Creative Writing.
Description:
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

What are the steps in the process?

InterArts – Youth Communities for Social Inclusion
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Cinema
Duration:
How long does the activity last?
As long as the participants need.

Dance

Materials:
What materials are needed for this activity?

Photography

Paper, pens, markers and music.
Tips and tricks:
Are there any specific tips?

Theater

The facilitator should help those participants who might feel
insecure and don’t know where to start writing. Try to create
a safe space for everyone to write in without feeling judged.

Street Art

Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of
activity?
What emotions/feelings do you want to transmit?
What images do you want to use?

>

Literature

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

takes place, what is the time necessary for each
step, etc.).

Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

The participants now decide how they are going

to carry it out (what they want to transmit, what

images they want to portray, which ideas they’re
going to use…) and get to work on their own

Name of Activity:
1. Slam Poetry
2. Free writing
3. Writing poetry
4. Reading it out loud
5. Evaluation

Music

piece of poetry. The facilitator will provide a

rhythm or a song to help inspire the participants.
Preparation:
Is there any special preparation for the
implementation of the activity necessary?
The coordinator should give some advice
on how to carry out the activity so that the
participants know how to start writing.

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
25.06.2020

Workshop_
Slam Poetry

Type of Activity:
Discussion.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with regards
to this activity?
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Cinema

How long does the activity last?
As long as necessary.
Materials:

Dance

What materials are needed for this activity?
Microphone.
Tips and tricks:

Photography

Are there any specific tips?
The facilitator should help those participants who might feel
insecure and have stage fright. Try to create a safe space
for everyone to read out loud in without feeling judged. The

Theater

participants should not feel pressured to read what they
wrote.

Street Art

The main objective is to make the participants
face an audience and read what they wrote out
loud.
Description:
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

What are the steps in the process?

>

Literature

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

takes place, what is the time necessary for each
step, etc.).

Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

All of the participants sit down together and the
ones who want to read what they wrote out loud

get on the microphone in order to narrate their
piece of poetry. Not every participant has to read

Name of Activity:

theirs out loud, no one should feel pressured.

1. Slam Poetry
2. Free writing
3. Writing poetry
4. Reading it out loud
5. Evaluation

Music

Duration:

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
25.06.2020

Workshop_
Slam Poetry

Type of Activity:
Evaluation.
Objectives:
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Cinema

Are there any specific tips?
The coordinator should offer a safe space for the participants
to share their feelings and their opinions. Everyone should
share with the rest.

Dance

Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked
to enable deeper learning based on the experiences of

Photography

activity?
How did you feel when you were writing poetry?
How did you feel working with the rest of the participants?
Do you think you were able to transmit the things that you
wanted?

Theater

What are the (specific) objectives with regards
to this activity?

Street Art

To assess the workshop and discuss the things
that the participants felt while carrying it out.
Description:

What are the steps in the process?
Workshops based on selected Art disciplines

(Please, describe in detail each step, how it

>

Literature

takes place, what is the time necessary for each
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS

step, etc.).

Describe in detail the workshops, and other

The participants evaluate the activity and talk

learning activities that you plan to implement in

about how they felt while carrying it out.

the test phase of the project.
Duration:

How long does the activity last?
Name of Activity:
1. Slam Poetry
2. Free writing
3. Writing poetry
4. Reading it out loud
5. Evaluation

Around 20 minutes.
Tips and tricks:

Music

Painting and Sculpture
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Date:
25.08.2020

Workshop_
Street Art
Workshop

Workshops based on selected Art disciplines
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES/ WORKSHOPS
Describe in detail the workshops, and other
learning activities that you plan to implement in
the test phase of the project.

Type of Activity:
Workshop.
Objectives:

What are the (specific) objectives with
regards to this activity?

To teach the young people about Street
Art so that they recognize its importance.

Name of Activity: Street Art Workshop
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00147

Cinema

What are the steps in the process?
(Please, describe in detail each step, how it takes place, what is the time necessary
for each step, etc.).
With this workshop we want to teach the young people a bit about Street Art, carry a

Dance

small tour of the city in order to show some of the most important pieces of street art
and take pictures with them.
These are the steps:
1.The coordinator provides information to the participants about Street Art, with some

Photography

famous examples of them. They explain what Street Arts is.
2.The entire group walks around the city, carrying out a small tour in which they visit
the most famous or important pieces of Street Art, talking a bit about the artist and the
meaning behind it. The participants can take pictures with them.

Theater

Preparation:
Is there any special preparation for the implementation of the activity necessary?
The coordinator should carry a small research on Street Art so they can provide
information about it to the participants.

>

Street Art

Duration:
How long does the activity last?

Literature

2 hours.
Debriefing and Reflection:
Which powerful or stimulating questions can be asked to enable deeper learning
based on the experiences of activity?

Music

What do you think Street Art is?
What do you think this specific piece transmits?

Painting and Sculpture
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The Project "InterArts - Youth Communities for

to visualise local statistics and trends; leave

Social Inclusion" had an important impact on partner

feedbacks, comments and project proposals

organisations on one side and on young population and

with a direct impact at municipality level; take

local target groups on the other side.

inspiration from successful projects implemented

Partner organisations were able to know and handle

at local, national or European level; keep track of

an innovative set of methodologies and to carry out

local initiatives in the field of art for social inclusion;

local youth-related activities in their territories, even in

step up in a concrete process of structured

a digital way because of Covid-19 situation; to collect

dialogue and engage with local stakeholders

direct feedbacks and ideas from young population and

through the delivery of personal ideas targeting

provide local decision makers with concrete proposals

its own community.

on the topic of social inclusion; to engage with local

A series of thematic energizers on the topic of

youngsters, getting closer to their needs, wishes and

social inclusion, oppression and empowerment,

hopes; to have a central role in the process of enhancing

introducing the methods used in the duration

social inclusion on their city and region; to have access

of the project and explored in detail in the

to an international partnership with whom exchanging

educational film following in the programme

views and good practices, as well as paving the way for

have been discussed by all partners in their local

further collaborations and projects.

context thank to several multiplier events.

Involved young population benefited from the project

In conclusion, we can say that this Manual

as, even in a very difficult period, due to Covid-19,

represents an instrument of inspiration for youth

they were able to participate to an innovative training

workers and youth organisations working at

course whereby they could raise their awareness on

European level and interested to develop, share

art and culture, working at the same time on their self-

and realise methods, tools and materials with the

consciousness and capability to understand the society

aim to reach marginalised young people and to

where they live and feel themselves more integrated.

foster their social inclusion through the use of

In general, the tools realised by this project can be useful

artistic activities.

for youth workers and cultural professionals involved in
youth sector.
The Handbook can be considered as a tool for youth
and cultural organisations, which are interested in
involving marginalised young people and to foster their
social inclusion through the use of artistic activities. The
InterArts Training Curriculum represents without doubt
an important moment for all participating organisations.

“With this
workshop,
we want the
participants to
feel the art and
live thorough
art”

Youth workers have the possibility to design, plan and
experiment a common training pathway, based on a nonformal methodology that matches non-formal learning
contexts and artistic activities in order to foster youth
empowerment and to fight against social exclusion.
And in doing so, they can improve their knowledge,
competences and skills.
At the same time, the InterArts website is useful

“Art makes our lives better”
--- “The beauty of the world, our view of the
world, can be show to other people through art”
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